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Problem
My thesis is that most adolescent Italian girls living
in America have more mental conflicts than children of native-
born parentage, as the difficulties inherent in their situa-
tion of "Old World Thinking and New World Living" give rise to
certain feelings of inferiority peculiar to their group*
The second part of rav problem is to show the direct influ-
ence of recreation on the inferiority complexes of this group.
These two problems will be presented in a study which is
the result of much reading, together with the experience of four
years of field work.
In my presentation I shall not attempt to classify Italians
In most studies of any phase of Italian life, the point is imme-
diately made that one cannot consider all Italians as one people
because of the great sectional differences. These differences
make Italians of different provinces seem quite unlike in appear
ance, dialect, and customs. Furthermore, Italians cannot be
judged by the poor peasant class, which constitutes the bulk
of the immigration to this country, I grant all of that. I
grant the wide sectional differences; I grant that all Italians
are not of the ignorant peasant type. But, for the purpose of
this study, I shall ignore such distinctions and take account
only of the large number of families whose parents are of the
poor, uneducated peasant class - the poor laborers whose cus-
toms do not differ in vital matters and who live together in
densely populated Italian communities.
Moreover, I am disregarding these often-mentioned and
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obvious differences because I am not so sure, in view of recent
studies made, that nationality in itself is a segregating factor;
it is rather the conditionings due to environment that become
the segretating factors. This fact is not generally understood.
In my work I have to impress upon ray co-workers constantly that
Italians are, first of all, human beings, and that nationality
traits are secondary. Fairchild, in The Melting Pot Mistake
,
expresses this opinion: "Every individual is born with no nation-
ality at all. Ke has no language, no dress, no moral code, no
religion, no single one of the manifold accomplishments that compose
human culture. He is just a little uncivilized animal, with the
whole course of cultural evolution to go through with in the years
that lie before him, just as in the prenatal period he went through
(1)
the whole course of biological evolution from the single cell up."
"TTo national trait is inherited or is present at birth, though there
may be some inherited aptitudes that correspond in a general v/ay to
(2)
certain types of nationality.'* Boas makes the following statement
in emphasizing importance of community rather than the nationality:
•^Neither the bonds of blood nor those of language alone make a
nation. It is rather the community of emotional life that rises
from our everyday habits, from the forms of thoughts, feelings,
and actions, which constitute the medium in v.hich every individual
(3)
can unfold freely his activities."
Method
This study will include results not only of the research on
the subject, but also actual experiments in recreation v/ith repre-
sentative groups. It will include only the experiments that were
(1) Henry Pratt Fairchild: The Melting Pot Mistake - p. 43
(2) Ibid. - p. 43
jgv Franz Boas: Anthropology and Modern Life - p. 89
f
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carried on as field work in the community of Niagara Falls, New
York, by the Italian Department of the International Institute in
cooperation with the Y.W.C.A. and the Y.M.C.A. None of the proj-
ects carried on in Boston will be recorded, since the group activ-
ities among the Italians have been in progress for only two years,
and the Italian community, consisting of a population of 75,000, Is
too large and scattered about in Metropolitan Boston,
Niagara Falls has a total population of 75,000, and an Italian
population of 15,000, Moreover, the work among the Italians has
been carried on for eight years and the changes and the growth have
been carefully recorded, so that the results should have a real sig-
nificance. The Institute at Niagara Falls also had the advantage of
being a Relief and Service Bureau, besides being the only agency car-
rying out what is usually considered the Settlement House programs.
The Y.7/.G.A. and the Y.M.C.A. were the only other activities centers
in the city. TlBre&rs, if the foreign born had faith in any recreation
program projected in the city, it would be the one sponsored by the
International Institute,
This factor was our opening wedge in many a serious and seem-
ingly hopeless situation. Girls with whom these experimen-^.s were car-
ried out were mostly all "second generation problems". In nearly
every case it was necessary to make innumerable visits and to talk
endlessly with the parents to gain permission for a girl to enter
into some of the simplest activities. The answer to all arguments
was: "A girl should stay home and help her mother," This apparent
lack of cooperation is not an attitude peculiar to Italian parents,
as Dr, Bronner, Dr, Healey, and Dr. Estes, of the Judge Baker
*Dr. Augusta Bronner; Dr. William Healey; Dr. Lloyd Estes
t <
r
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Foundation, find a similar lack of understanding in the parents of
problem children of other national origins in carrying out the out-
lined plan, lliis is true even in many cases in which the parents
are intelligent and sometimes well educated; even then it is dif-
ficult for them to see the children's problems in any light except
the traditional one of obedience, industry, and discipline. If
that is true of rather intelligent parents, one can easily see how
great the problem becomes when dealing with parents who are not only
ignorant, but oftentimes illiterate and superstitious.
In the following experiments v/e will forego all mention of
the difficulties of changing the family point of view, excepting
in a few outstanding instances, and record only what happens after
the girl becomes a member of a group.
Conflict of the Old and the New Worlds
In speaking of the conflicts between the children of the
foreign born and their parents. Dr. Cabot has said: "Foregrounds
torn away from backgrounds are like run-away horse, and they
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must be cau^t and taken back home," But how can this be done?
This problem m&j be almost universal, but that does not make it
any the less difficult to solve. StUdy the backgrounds of the
foreign-born and the foregrounds of their children, and the won-
der grows not that there is so much conflict but that there isn't
a great deal more,
Italians living in their own little communities have devel-
oped certain patterns of life; if one questions or evades them
he automatically becomes ostracized. It is easy to see that
in such a community the conflict is not merely one between the
younger and older generation: it is betv/een the established or-
der and the rebel. The traditional standards are brought over
to America by the parents; they try to teach them to their chil-
dren but the younger generation is bent on achieving the stand-
ards of their adopted country. The conflict then becomes one
of the Old V/orld against the New. And what are these Old V/orld
standards?
Standard of Living
Economic
The transplanted peasant of Italy emphasizes the value of
money. In the Old V/orld there was so little handling of real
money that the sight and the touch of dollars is most intoxi-
cating. The attainment of economic security speedily becomes
a dominant passion. In this he is not unlike other immigrants;
as Mariano explains: "As is natural, the points to be noted in
this connection are the industry, skill, and thrift of the
Italians. It would not be far wrong to say that these qualities
are what distinguish the first generations of all immigrant
^1) Dr. Richard C. Cabot: In a talk to social workers
f
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(1)
stocks that came to our shores." But, since his earning capa-
city is one of the verv lowest in the scale, it is evident that
despite his thrift the financial situation of the family may be
far from satisfactory. Low wages and large families do not make
for a happy economic situation.
This situation does not affect the child as long as he lives
in an Italian colonv where he sees the same situation all about
him. But when the family moves to a nei^borhood where the stand-
ard of living is hi^er, unhappy and telling comparisons begin
to be made. In most families the father is bent on saving against
the uncertain future, usually with the idea of buying a house.
With that in mind the children are sent to work as early as pos -
sible and they have to contribute their entire v/ages to the fam-
ily budget.
To realize the difficulties of this situation, one has only
to imagine the conversations that take place in workshops. The
offspring of the older immigrations, who have a good deal of
independence in regard to their pav envelopes, regard anyone
who gives his entire earnings in to the family budget as more
or less a victim or a "sap". These co-workers urge the Italian
girl and boy to claim their "independence" and ri^ts". Resent-
ment grows within the Italian girl and before long she begins
to feel that she is terribly unfortunate or ill-treated in be-
ing a member of a large family infriich makes it necessary for her
to sacrifice her little wants and desires either to feed the
brood or to help on the pavments on the house. This stage of
self-pity usually develops into one of inferiority when the girl
{1) John Horace Mariano: The Italian Contribution to American
/ Democracy - p. 192
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realizes that although she would like to follow the example of
her friends, she finds it impossible, because of parental author-
ity and the existing loyalties, to assert herself. To a lesser
degree, the sons face the same situation. They are allowed some-
thing of their wages, but nothing to compare with the spending
money of the American boy who pays board onlv to his family.
So, in the end, the situation equalizes itself, and both boy
and girl feel overburdened by the demands of their parents.
Cultural
The cultural background of the Italian peasant appears very
meagre to the superficial observer. The reason ma-rr best be de-
scribed by Mr. Ravage: "The alien in our midst is too elusive
a subject for satisfactory study. He changes too rapidly. But
yesterdav he was a solid citizen in his particular village of
Sicily or Rouraania, or a piece with his ancestral background,
surrounded by friends, apparently rooted in his native soil.
Today he is adrift in a foreign world, mute, helpless, and trag-
ically ridiculous - a soul in purgatory, a human creature cut
from its moorings, the most pitiable sight to be met on the earth.
(1)
Tomorrow? Who knows?" The Italian immigrant was a "solid
citizen" in his own country. He comes usually from a small vil-
lage where he had little schooling, if any; and educational or
social advantages of any kind were not easily had. Yet somehow
the greatness of Italian culture had become a part of him. It
manifests itself in his love and admiration for the greatness
that is Italy, rather than in a direct knov/ledge of her contri-
(1)M. E. Ravage: in Harper's Monthly, March, 1917
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butions to historv and the arts. It is, indeed, rather pathetic
to see the veneration with which an illiterate peasant speaks
of Dante, Michelangelo, Raphael, Verdi. He does not pretend this
worshipful attitude, he really feels it - this is true of even
the most humble of them. Evidence of the persistence of this
attitude may be seen here in Boston in the Art Museum on free
days; and in the top gallery at the opera where the ditch-digger
applauds a Verdi aria. But these rare moments of deep feeling
are very foreign to the every-day life he meets in poorer sec-
ctions of an American city. Panunzio*s description of his first
years here is an almost universal experience for all the peasant
immigrants who find themselves adrift in this new American cul-
ture; "Mv early vears in America attacked the verv citadel of
this respectful, courteous attitude toward life, and almost de-
stroyed it before I was conscious of what was happening. And
how could it have been otherwise? I came in contact only with
the rough and the uncouth, with persons who knew no refinement
of language, of bearing, or of manners; who mocked order; who
defied and openly broke the law; who ridiculed the old and in-
firm; who glibly talked of dumping the aged as vou kill a sick
dog and throw him away. Dignity had no place in life; liberty
was license; vice was virtue. All this attacked the very heart
of my early training, and the wonder is that as a youth, suscep-
tible to the influences of environment, I escaped with as much
(
of the real sense of the beauty and the dignity of life as I did.
(1) Constant ine M. Panunzio: The Soul of an Immigrant - P. 186
e
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Traditional Patterns of Family Life
Parental Authority
In Italy the family is under the patriarchal system. The
father's word Is law. There is no question of going contrary
to his desires: One obevs. So it was here In the early days of
Italian Immigration; but now even that is changed. These changes
are well expressed in the Report of a Commission for the Study
of First Generation Americans: "Parents whose nationality modes
are at variance with what seems to be the pattern of American
life at the moment are much disturbed bv the wav in which Amer-
ica, consciously or unconsciously, tends to pull their children
awav from them. In their efforts to pull them back they often
but widen the breach. The children, on the other hand, with no
understanding of their parents' situation, with little respect
for thera (oftentimes a reflection of the unwarranted remarks of
Americans) but with a consciousness only that "they are differ-
ent", seek escape from an unpleasant home situation in exag-
gerated recreation, dress, manners, and social behavior. At
other times there may be constant friction and open rebellion
at home. Still more often there may be little open conflict but
uneasiness and unhapplness in the lives both of parents and
children, an indication usuallv that both are suffering from a
lack of adequate recognition at home and in socletv outside the
home.
"Despite this somewhat gloomy picture there are of course
innumerable families in which there is deep understanding and
sympathy between parents and children. V/e do not see the picture
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of parent - child relationships in proper perspective unless we
realize that there are gradations in attitudes which shade all
the way from violent physical cruelty to most imaginative and
affectionate understanding. There is the ignorant inarticulate
parent who meets what he calls the "wildness" and "freshness"
of his child by repeated beatings. There is the parent who un-
derstands very little about the strange ideas which America has
put in the mind of his child, but who stands mutely aside, suf-
fering but not criticizing or interfering. Then lastly there is
the parent who has insist and understanding, who treasures what
was good in Old V/orld ways. V/e have observed that often the
greatest conflicts between parents and second generation children
come when the daughters have reached what seems to bhe parents
to be a marriageable age. This is but natural as it is in this
realm that we find the greatest difference between the parents'
idea and the ideas expressed by American teachers, friends, writ-
ers and neighbors. Furthermore all people tend to be more or
less conservative in preserving their own peculiar marriage cus-
toms. If we continually revert in our discussion to the unad-
justed parent and to the rebellious, unhappv, and at times exag-
geratedly independent dau^ter, it is because these are the fam-
ilies that most need intelligent help from us and from all others
(1)
interested in better social relationships."
Loyalties
V/ith Italians, loyalties are alwavs paramount. First, with-
in the family; secondly, the relatives, including the m^rstic re-
lationship of godmothers and godfathers; then, the paesani (folks
from the same village). This feeling of loyaltv is the cause
of many quarrels between the -roringer and the old people. They
(l)Report of Gorainission on First Generation Americans - Dept. of Immi-
igraoion and Foreimi Co:urani t,les . Nfioional Ronr»d v.-i*. c. a. - . ,
tt
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avpne that it is bad enough to submit to the rule of one's fa-
ther or older brother, but to have to do thus a:i<i so, merely
because Uncle does not approve or because Godfather does not
think it wise, is really old-fashioned. However, they cannot
break away entirely, for "the Italians retain longer than many
other nationalities the virtues of the primary- group organiza-
tion. Their farailv and community life has a very affectionate
and intimate character, and its ties usuallv remain strong enou^
to prevent that demoralization of the second generations which
(1)
characterizes other nationalities." In talking of family loy-
alties. Park k Miller further state: "The extent to which fam-
ily lovalty goes is almost beyond belief; no matter how disgraced
or how disgraceful a member may be, he is never cast off, the
unsuccessful are assisted, the selfish are Indulged, the erratic
patiently borne with. Old age is respected and babies are ob-
jects or adoration. The self-respect of a man can be gauged by
the number of his children, and the women seem to accept the
(2)
yearly bearing of a child as a privilege." This generous atti-
tude we consider is true with the exception of that toward
wayward girls. Their indiscretions, whether or not it be the
unpardonable sin, are never forgiven. From childhood up, she
is fully aware of this; fo^, too often, one hears of ^he irate
father who savs, despite the pleading of the mother, that he will
never permit his dauj^ter to darken his threshold again.
Relationship with the Opposite Sex
The old system of chaperonage was almost Oriental. That
the wife or dauf^ter should never go out alone; that a marriage-
(1) Robert E. Park and Herbert A. Miller: Old World Traits Trans-
planted - p. 241
(2) Ibid. - p. 253
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able daughter should never be left alone with her fiance - these
are not just exaggerations: the-^r are facts even todav. The
younger people are t^^r±ng in everv vjav to tear down these old
svs terns and In manv cases thev have succeeded, to v/hat cost of
good-will and peace, any member of anv family can readily test-
ify. It is true that the freedom allowed girls nowi' -a-davs is
verv great in comparison to that of ten ot» fifteen vf^ars ago;
buit even now when an Italian girl compares her freedom with
that of her Irish or American friend, she is irritated beyond
words at the fact that she is "kept strict".
Althou^ the conditions described in Fairchild*s Immi-
(1) TST"
grant Backgrounds and Cla^orn's Immigrants ' Dav _in Court and
other nooks which describe the Italian life of some vears
ago have mostlv been outgrown. Park & Miller's description
of family life still holds good: "The position of women in
the Sicilian homes in this district is hard to define. The
general impression is that women are slaves to their husbands,
but this is far from true except in the cases of very igno-
rant and primitive tvpes. The head of the family takes
the responsibilltv of protecting the women and girls very
seriouslv, and for this reason women have little life outside
their homes. It i s a mark of good breeding for a man to show
"la gelosia" regarding his wife and daup^ters, and it would be
a sip-n of disrespect to them if he did not guard them carefully.
Within the home, however, the wife directs the household and It
is not unusual for her to take the lead in familv affairs, such
(1) H. P. Falrchlld, op. clt. - p. 113
(2) Kate Holladay Cla^orn - p. 67
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as the expenditures of monev, plans for the children, or the
choice of friends. V/hen a gi"^l reaches the age of twelve her
freedom coraes to an end; she is considered old enou;^ to put
away childish things. Until she is marriel. she is not supposed
to have any interest outside her home except school or work, and
with these two exceptions she is not supposed to he out of her
mother* s sight. A family that falls to observe this rule Is
(1)
subject to criticism."
Perhaps this is one of the reasons that even toda-r there
is so little sex delinquency among Italian girls, a fact >^rou|^t
out by many studies. "There Is no possibility of the entrance
of Italian girls into gang relationships (sexual) because they
are so thouou^ly Incorporated during adolescence Into the fam-
(2)
lly structure,"
Recreation
The casual observer might believe that the life of an
Italian family is either fraugjit with difficulties or verv
monotonous, since there v/ould seem to be so little room for
gaiety and jov. One has only ^.o visit the crowded colonies
(usually called "the slums") to become immediately aware of a
buoyancy in that teeming life which seems wholly Ingongruous -
until one recalls the innumerable feasts that crowd in on the
Italian calendar. "Vfhether here or in Ital^r, the apparent drab-
ness of the Italian's life is relieved bv festas and other
unusual events; for the life of an Italian Is never an even
succession of semi-automatic pursuits, regulated bv custom,
timepieces, and the line of least resistance. Thus, for
(1) Park <'c Miller, op. clt. - p. 155
(2) Frederic M. Thrasher; The Gang - P. 206
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Instance, the Italian will live on almost nothing for ten
days, and then enjov a Gargantuan feast on the eleventh In
(1)
honor of Saint Rosalia or of Mussolini's March on Rome."
In Italv some of the celebrations are national but many
are local. The following is an incomplete list of holy davs
and holidavs: Madonna del Carmine, Birthday of King Humbert,
Ascension Day, Monte Sant' Angelo, Constitution Day, ^^t. Bar-
nabas, Midsummer Day, Pallo Delle Contrade, Unification of
Italy, II Giorn del Morti, King's Birthda^r, St. Columban,
Palm Sunday, Whitsun or Pentecost, Apparition of St. Michael,
Anniversary of Italy's "Rintrance into Vt/ar, Feast of Holy Mary,
Olive Sunday, St. Agatha, Shrove Tuesday, Feast of the Chair
of St. Peter, St. Agnes' Eve, St. Nicholas, and St. Lucia.
Forms of Recreation
Here in America an attempt is made to continue the cus-
tomarv celebrations. One of the reasons that the Italian par-
ent objects to his children's going to the movies or public
dances or other forms of social recreation is that he thinks
that the family and neighborhood events should be sufficient
for the childi»en as they are for him and his wife. Anyone who
is at all familiar with life in the Italian community realizes
that wedding, funerals, christenings
,
lodge celebrations, and
the holidays of church and state, are the great social events.
"The great virtues are domestic virtues. The great events
are family events. The birth of a child is hailed with great joy
and is a subject for much congratulation. - Its baptism Is
important not only on account of its religious necessity,
so considered, but also for the feasting that occurs. And the
Xl)~'Henry Pratt Fairchild: op. cit. -p. 116
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godfather* and godmother become, ex-officio, little less than
blood relations. Weddings are festive affairs, presents are
generous. Grief for the dead is violent, but the proper de-
gree of porap and cereraony at the funeral must be observed lest
(1)
the family be criticized."
"The annual festival of their lodge provokes a great dis-
play of uniforms and banners accompanied by music, elaborate
discourse, and much eating and drinking. On religious holi-
days usually, occurring in midsummer, the greatest and most ex-
travagant celebrations take place. There is prodigal decora-
tion, street illumination, and firev/orks for the processions
when the patron saint is honored with festivity. Thousands
of persons are often In line, curious and sometimes vulgar ex-
pressions of religious emotion occur, and large offerings are
frequently made to the saints. But with the sloughing off of
superstition, the tendency vear by year is to reduce these
(2)
celebrations to more limited proportions."
Weddings
Weddings furnish the opportunity for the greatest splurge
"It isn't as thou^ she will be married more than once," is the
reason given. Many a girl who has had contact outside the
colony would prefer to save her raone-^r and do without a wedding
reception. But this is met with a great deal of argument,
the sum and substance of which is: "ViHiat about our relatives
and godparents and paesani ? They will talk endlessly."
So the girl goes through with it. Invitations are sent
out - not to a few selected friends but to the families of
(1) Philip M. kose: The Italians in America - p. 73
(2) Ibid - p. 74
If
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their friends, and they come bringing all their friends and
relatives and godparents and paesani , from the oldest grand-
parent to the youngest grandchild.
The reception is usually held in a large hall. An or-
chestra is hired and refreshments - soda pop, ice cream, sand-
wiches, cake and peanuts, are served. The old folks sit along
the walls and observe and criticize; the children slide back
and forth across the floor, spilling peanut shells and soda pop
as they slide, and the young folks dance under the vigilant
eves of their relatives. This reception usually lasts one
whole day but open house is kept for at least one week.
Besides the reception there are other incidental forms
which have been taken over from the Americans, and which
every good Italian family must observe. The bride must have
attendants and usually a flov/er girl and a ring-bearer; she
rides to the ceremony in a limousine - which is usually deco-
rated, not in true "American" form with old shoes and signs,
but with two doves perched on the radiator cap from which fly
irany v^iiite satin streamers. After the ceremony this car cir-
culates through the colony and nearby streets, and then goes
to the photographer's for the bridal portrait.
In former years when the girl was not allowed to go to
work and grew up in the community with no outside contacts,
such a wedding was much to be desired. Now, however, most
girls resent the obligations which make it nece3sai*y to go
throu^ with these forms. "I don't want a hall crowded with
gate-crashers, and kids, and old folks. I want a quiet simple
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wedding Just for the family But what will eveirv-one
3ay. . . . and ..."
Funerals
Then the Italian funeral.* Ask any social worker what she
thinks of It and she will throw up her hands in despair. She
rants and rails at useless expenditures of energy and money, -
and quite falls to appreciate what Is behind It all. Perhaps
the pomp and ceremony of It goes back to the triumphant proces-
sions of the returning warriors. Watch any Italian audience at
a performance of Alda during the triumphant entrance of Radamez
to the accompaniment of the stirring march. To them that epi-
sode is a pageant of primitive grandeur and a symbol that re-
awakes deep-seated desires for soul-satisfying beauty. And how
can the poor peasant with the most meagre means at his command
satisfy these soul-stirring emotions and carry out his ill-
defined desires? Only in the ways which appear ludicrous to
the American, - and the funeral is one of these.
The funeral with its mournful band and its autos over-
laden with floral sentiments represents to the transplanted
peasant the fitting tribute to a departed one. There is beauty,
loyalty and respect in an appropriate funeral. That these
simple sentiments have gone astray so that nov/ a funeral repre-
sents only one aspect of social status, is not the fault of the
peasant but tather of the competitive spirit of the community.
Now a family's position is gauged by the number of cars in the
funeral cortege and the number of floral tributes. One is really
amazed to hear women compare notes on funerals and the family
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that can boast of the largest is one to be respected. These
funeral obligations become a tremendous financial burden. For
one must reciprocate both with flov/ers and presence at the bur-
ial of any member of any family that has paid a similar visit
during a time of sorrow
,
These customs are all irritating enou^^ to the"American-
ized" girl, but most annoying of all is the custom of exhibit-
ing violent grief, especially during the wake. The wife who
can faint the greatest number of times, #10 can shriek her loss
to the high heavens with most vehemence, is the true, faithful
wife. V/hat matters that her husband did beat her unmercifully
or that she does remarry after a year of mourning! Likewise ihe
mother who wears the deepast mourning and shrouds her children -
even the baby - in black sateen, who refuses to bear up under
her grief and who continually makes life miserable for those
left behind, - she has the true heart of a mother* How does
all this affect the girl who has been educated in the schools
where self-control and dignity are tau^^t as the sou^t -after
characteristics. The girl goes to the movies and reads in the
newspapers accounts of "The great hero who was buried with
simple 'rites*"; and then she goes to the wakes and the funer-
als of her friends and sees how different the whole procedure
is. Usually her reaction comes forth in bursts of indignation.
"I think the whole thing is crazy, - people can feel sorrow in
their hearts without broadcasting it," "Believe me I*m not
going to wear mourning for an old in-law that I never liked."
But what does happen? Usually a continuation in the mores of
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the clan lest she be thought disrespectful, undutiful, - but
a vow that when she gets married she isn't going to bring her
children up lik:e"*Dagoes" I
Christenings
Christenings, especially for the first male child, are
events to be remembered. One would think that after the seventh
or ei^th child a christening would lose some of its splendor,
but noi the family may make sacrifices for months before and
tffter, but the splurge must be a real one and again everyone is
invited. Then there are more social obligations to be paid and
the financial burden becomes irksome; and again the sense of
"greenhorn doings" makes the girl either amusedly tolerant or
scornful of the "old ti'iersF" ideas.
Lodges
The sacrosanct activities of these associations are best
described in the following words: "The leaders of the village
groups organize brotherhoods for the purpose of perpetuating
the feast of the patron saint and to arrange the elaborate fun-
erals with which they honor the dead. The societies meet each
month, collect dues, have endless and excited discussions over
the petty business that is transacted, with, hov/ever, most
serious regard for rules of order. Some of the fratellanza
have women's auxiliaries, but they are directed entirely by
the men, and the women seem to have no voice in the conduct
of affairs; they pay dues and march in the processions. The
annual feast is the great event of the year, exceeded in import-
ance by Easter only. The group responsible for a feast put up
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posters announcing the day and the progpam, and through commit-
tees arrange for all of the details of the celebration; elec-
tric li^t festoons are strung across the streets, concessions
for street booths are sold, bands are hired, band stands are
erected, and the church is paid for a special mass and for the
services of the priest who leads the procession. The whole com-
munity participates to some extent, but those from the village
whose patron is being honored make the most elaborate prepara-
tion in their homes. Those who have been ill or suffered phy-
sical injury during the vear buy wax figures of the part that
was affected — legs, hands, breasts, etc., to carry in proces-
sion; others carrv long candles with ribbon streamers to which
money is affixed by a member of the brotherhood v/ho rides on
the shrine and exhorts the crowds to make their offering. The
shrine is lowered to the street every hundred feet or ao, and
the little children are undressed, their clothes left as an of-
fering, and they are lifted to kiss the lips of the saint.
Sometimes a blind or lame child is carried about on the shrine
in the hope of a miraculous cure. The climax is the flight of
the angels. The shrine is set in the middle of the street in
front of the church, and two children, dressed as angels and
bearing armfuls of flowers, are lowered by strong ropes so that
they are suspended just over the figure of the saint, where they
sway while chanting a long prayer. The offerings made during
the most importsEnt of these feasts amount to from four to six
thousand dollars. This money goes into the treasure of the
fratellanzai and is used for the expense incurred by the festa
I
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and for the d^^ ath benefit. There are those who sav that tribute
is paid to certain individuals as well.
"These feasts are not approved bv the priest, and people
sav that trouble is started bv the jealousy aroused when one
village tries to outdo the other. It certainlv is true that
(1)
at these festas there is often a shooting."
Abstract Conceptions Conditioned bv Old World Experience s
Just^l_c_e
In almost anv argument an Italian will shout his opinion
with great vehemence and suretv. Does he not know what is risjit
and what Is wrong? He has fixed ideas on all the abstract con-
cepts of justice, honestv, goodness, and courtesv,— and never
does he question them. The Italian peasant has had manv sad
experiences in what he considers miscarriage of justice. In
Italy, of course, he had few opportunities to bring his troubles
to the court, but he found himself the victim of pettv offl-
clousness from those in power. Despite all of this, however,
or perhaps because of it, he has retained a childlike faith
that sometime, somewhere, God will see that justice prevails.
That is, he believes that if he can get to a tri'^'Unal which is
hi^ enough, or to the King or Pope, he will see that justice
is done. That naive belief is illustrated b^'- the old folk
story known as "The Bell of Atrl". In the market place of the
little town of Atrl, a bell was placed bv a former king so that
anyone in the village who had suffered some wrong mi^t find
redress by ringing the Bell of Atrl and so call the judges of
the land to hear his case. In this village an old horse that
TiT Tark"and Miller: Op. cit. , p. 153
II
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had given years of service was kept in a cold stall^ unfed, and
finally, the story continues, turned out. The starving horse
wandered throu^ the streets of Atri eating whatever he could
find. It so happened that someone had twined a grape vine
around the worn-out bell -rope, and when the horse began to eat
the vine, he rang the bell which speedily brou^t out the wise-
men. Justice v/as done to the faithful beast and his old master
was punished. Even the horse knew how to secure justice in
Italy.' There justice was considered fair if not legal. Here
not onlv is it unfair, but there are also many decisions that
can hardly be called legal. V/hat a contrasti The confu-
sion and corruption in our lov/er courts is all too well known
to the immigrant; and instead of abstract justice, he sees
something bou^t with a price.
Honesty
In villages, poverty is the I'ule for the peasants, and
comfort and ease is attained by only a few land-owners or go-
vernmental officials. The slyest tenant gets along much bet-
ter than his honest nei^bor. It is small wonder, then, that
the peasant's «3doras of honesty do not tally with those of copy
books, which their children here study in school.
Certainly here in America the children are not tau^t any-
thing which corresponds to the Sicilian proverb which says:
"The peasant who is robbed in the village, steals in the city";
that is, the contadlno . cheated by his landlord, while in the
city tries to make up for it when he gets a chance.
Goodness
To the simple peasant, goodness usually means going along
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the beaten path of tradition. One must do as one's father has
done before him. One must be thrifty; one must work hard, one
must be obedient and observe the decencies of life. All of
this constitutes goodness, '^^o stray from the beaten path, not
to do as one's father did, to want to enjoy life in a different
way from the accepted fashions, - is not good but bad. There
is no middle path: a girl is either good or bad. The father
refutes all arguments with "black is black and white is white".
One girl told about her father who would not allow her to go
out alone or stay out late, even if chaperoned. She pointed
out to him that one of their American friends was allowed to
stay out late unchaperoned. He admitted that it was so and that
this girl was a good gir]» but, he explained that she was doing
what her ancestors had allowed, and that his daughter likev/ise
must do as her parents directed. She asked: "What can one do
when a man is as pig-headed as that?"
Courtesy
It has often been said that the innate courtesy of an
Italian ditch-digger should put many an educated American to
shame. His regard and respect for his elders, the charm and
dignity with which he welcomes a stranger into his home, - all
of these courtesies are a part of him. Consider then how he is
shocked and infuriated by the words and actions that his children
have adopted from the street hoodlums who are their playmates
•
To one who has been brought up to regard good manners as essen-
tial, it is shocking indeed to hear his children shout: "Oh,
shut up.'" "Tell it to your old man.'" etc. He rages against
American rudeness and his child against his old fashioned notions.
.1
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One can readily see that, all these conceptions are hard
to fit in with the standards accepted the American and
tau^t in the American schools, in the period devoted to char-
acter training. Here comes more justification for the criti-
cisms of their parents. Thev realize that there is a differ-
ence in these ideals. And that makes them feel that the Amer-
ican teacher or the American who readilv accept these ideals
must be of a superior race, - and hence comes more feelings of
inferiority.
Race Prejudi ce
Sense of Difference
Do our Italian girls feel that there is some discrimina-
tion against them because they are "different"? No teacher or
leader can continue long in her work "frith them without realiz-
ing this disturbing factor in their lives. Since I migjit be
accused of looking at the matter subjectively, I shall quote
from the following authorities: "The mere fact of having par-
ents who were born abroad does not create the so-called second
generation problem. It is created by social conditions and
attitudes which make the child constantly aware of a 'sense of
difference'. It is intensified when children grow up in fam-
ilies having standards quite at variance with the standards
which the children see in the world outside their homes, when
thev are subjected to and at the same time rebel against a
kind of home discipline that tends to become more and more
authoritative as the parents feel their own position socially
(1)
and economicallv less and less secure."
Tl) Report of Commission, op. cit.
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"Inferior by heredity? No. socially different? Yes, on ac-
count of the environment in which thev have lived, and there-
fore different from ourselves, and not easily subject to change
provided thev are allowed to cluster together indefinitely."
Attitude of Native -Born Americans
Pew will deny that among most Americans there is a feeling
of bias against the foreign-born in general, and sometimes it
would seem as thou^ it were directed particularly against the
Italians. This prejudice varies in degree. At times it is due
merely to total ignorance of #iat an Italian actually is, as
happened in the case cited bv Lasker: "A girls* club at the
summer camp was singing as they watched the sunset from the end
of a wharf. Some youths came up and jeered at them. The woman
in charge of the club, much annoyed at the interference, said,
Those fellows are a nuisance. They may be Dagoes.' There hap-
pened to be in this group Italian girls to whom such a remark
could not but be offensive. An older woman who had spent much
effort in ge^;ting rrirls of different nationalities to rid them-
selves of prejudices and accept each other as equals was even
more shocked. She explained that the young men did not look in
the least like Italians, or, indeed, anything but the native-
h&vn American "hicks" they probably were. A private conversa-
tion with the girls* leader, who had invested them with a for-
eign nationality, revealed that she had had very little contact
with the foreign-born, had absorbed the attitude of contempt
for all foreigners current in the particular native American
Protestant church circle to which she belonged, and was not even
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aware of the fact that the term "Dago" had a national, as apart
(1)
from a class, significance."
Again it may be caused by a sense of Nordic superiority.
The Anglo-Saxon evaluates only from the externals - which is
natural - and, in comparing their mores with what he considers
vital standards of living, the Italians fall short. Therefore,
unhesitatingly, he discriminates against them in many wavs.
These common forms of discrimination are usually petty -
such as giving an Italian the dirtiest or the most difficult
Job or refusing to consider a girl's application because of
her long, many-syllabled name. It is only the exceptional per-
son who, having gone through several such embittering situaticns,
can regard it with the sane and almost exultant objectivity
of Panunzlo: "I have now been in America for nineteen years;
I have grown up here as much as anv man can; I have had ray ed-
ucation here; I have become a citizen; I have given all I had
of youthful zeal and energ'/ in serving my adopted country; I
have come to love America as I do my verv life - perhaps more -
and vet they still call me a 'foreigner*. Not that I mind it.
No, noJ For I believe that with a real American a man is a man
* thou^ he comes from the ends of the earth'.. I do mind it
thou^ for the numberless men and women who do not know how
to take it philosophically and humorously as I do, and who
pass throu^ life in this country under that ugly shadow, ever
hanging over their heads, of being despised 'foreigners' all
their days.
"As for me I care notl Thou^ my features may always show
(1) Bruno Lasker: Race Attitudes in Children - p. 2*5
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something of mv origin, of which I am far from being ashamed;
thou^ at times my speech may betray ray foreign birth; thou^
I suffer unendingly; thou^ Thv sons should ever dub me a
(1)
"foreigner", still I love Thee, America."
Attitudes of Other Nationalities
I imagine one of the most amusing and yet baffling dis-
coveries of an Anglo-Saxon, who is apt to lump all non-Ameri-
cans — especially those of Southern European nations — as
"foreigners", is to learn of the discrimination that exists
in a community of mixed nationalities. To me it was amazing
to find how bitterly the Poles, Lithuanians, Russians, Syrians,
and Italians — felt toward each other.
In one small community that I know most of the housework
is done by Polish women. It happened that in the same town
there were Italians who had become rather prosperous. But when
the Italian housewives want a cleaning woman, none of the Poles
will go, even thou^ thev need the work badlv. They feel that
they are losing caste by working for an Italian.' So the Ital-
ian has to be content with a down-at-the-heel negress or an
Irish woman who has long since lost all sense of caste when
Italian wine was one of the considerations! Lasker cites fur-
ther examples of this discrimination and the following quota-
tion can be applied to the Italian group with equal effective-
ness; "It has been said that no racial group is so humble as
not to look down upon some other group as inferior to itself.
Even where the local community does not permit of such compar-
isons, the despised and oppressed race will discover and trans-
(1) Constantine M. Panunzio; op. clt. - p. 328
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mit to its children an attitude of contempt for at least a
limited class of people as "Poor trash".
"Nevertheless, a sense of inferioritv is a very real con-
dition, and no matter how disguised it may be by contempt for
others or by a studied aggressiveness, it contains those emo-
tional elements that secure its transmission from one genera-
tion to another. Most often it takes the form of a frank and
unsophisticated acceptance of the dominant group as the superior
one. For example, a settlementworker in a middle-western city
reports that colored children of all ages prefer white club
leaders to colored ones. The question may well be asked, "How
did they get that way?" Obviously, they had absorbed from
their adult environment the opposite of race pride, namely,
(1)
a sense of the inferiority of their own group."
Lasker further believes this very important in consid-
ering the "emotional dynamics" involved: "Closely linked up
is the type of situation in which the sense of racial super-
iority or inferiority colors the attitudes of a group toward
members of other groups - or of one specific other group.
There is a great deal more of variety and shading of emotional
dynamic in these attitudes than isusually supposed. Violent
race conflicts between two large groups in a community may ob-
scure the existence of quite a nexus of group attitudes, rang-
ing from mi3fer forms of suspicion to different degrees of syrn-
(^)
pathy and friendship."
CI) Bruno Lasker: op. clt. - p. 105
(2) Ibid - ?• 102
f
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The American Press
I believe that lately both the movies and the press have
stopped their vicious policy of exploiting the delinquencies
of the Italians. Formerly, every criminal or murderer in the
movies was either a Mexican or an Italian, The newspapers,
when giving accounts of hold-ups or robberies, would write:
"the victim said that his assailant looked like an Italian",
Now, however, even in recording happenings in which the Ital-
ians are actually Implicated, I do not believe that the news-
papers give them more space or larger print than those which
concern other nationalities. But up to a few vears ago the
tactics employed bv all forces were nothing but a deliberate
and deplorable exploitation of conditions for "local &olor".
Propaganda
The attitudes of writers who describe Italian life in
America are very conflicting. They sing paeans of praise
about all things Italian, or they attack all phases of the
life in the colonies with heated and derogatory criticism.
The same extremes are found in the biographies and autobi-
ographies of Italian imni grants who had made good in America;
and newspaper accounts and magazine articles. Never the
Greek "mean".'
These opposing attitudes are neither fair nor construc-
tive, Italians are as other races, - mostly average indivi-
duals with both vices and virtues, with conflicts and their
own peculiar methods of working out a way to happiness.
Again as all nations, thev have had great men in the past;
they have great men now living. They have had unscrupulous
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men of great cunning in the past, just as they have in the
present. Does this differ very much from the past and pre-
sent histories of other nationalities? Surely not; and so I
resent the hypocritical cant of our "friends" who continually
talk of the glories of Rome and the splendors of Italy, or
who gush over the "artistic temperament and characteristic
love of the beautiful" among my people, - just as I resent
the prejudiced and exaggerated accounts concerning the liars,
beggars, delinquents and criminals, pigeon-holed as typical
Italians.
For what has the glories of the dead past or the anti-
social activities of a four-flushing powerful gangster to do
with the school boy and girl? Usually this: The latter is
held up to them as an ugly warning, and the latter is of-
fered as compensation for vital hurts.
The Italian Press
As for the great mass of Italians, they are always on
the defensive. Read any newspaper of an Italian community,
whether written in English or Italian, and one is amazed at
the obviousness of the motives which impel them to belittle
any incident detrimental to Italian prestige, and to glorify
any praiseworthy action, be it personal, local, or national.
This bias is carried to even more childish extremes when
any Italian makes a remark which mi^t in the slightest de-
gree be interpreted as expressing an anti-Italian point of
view. If anyone who is at all prominent, professionally or
socially, makes such an unconsequential remark as "Columbus
really did not discover America", he is applying a lighted
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match to powder. He mav precipitate an explosion and find
himself the target of a vicious attack of vituperation be-
ginning with "anti-Italian" - and ending with unprintables.
All of this, of course, is clearlv an attitude of de-
fence against the feelings of inferiority from which the
people as a whole suffer. The newspaper, being a mirror of
the colony, reflects the strong under-current that they
would willingly ignore but cannot. In reviewing a book by
an Italian, Giovanni E. Schiavo, "The Italians in Chicago "
,
The Interpreter comments on this attitude of defence: "It
suffers also from a peculiar state of mind which its author
shares with many immigrants, especially those who obtained
their education in America. Discriminated against and not in-
frequently insulted on account of their nationality they either
themselves become contemptuous of it or develop a iffefense com-
plex in the form of an exaggerated racial pride. S^ptoms of
the latter are to be found in Mr. Schiavo* s book. He glories
in the heritage of Rome, the art of Florence, the achievements
of Mussolini and the large numbers of Italian wholesale grocers
and rich packers in America. His efforts to prove that not
all Italians in this country are poor laborers, that many of
them have achieved financial success, and that some are even
"several times millionaires" overlook other standards. Is it
because he is appealing to native born readers that Mr. Schiavo
feels it necessary to identify merit with success and success
with wealth? if go, it is to he hoped that there will be an
Increasing number of Americans sufficiently free from racial
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prejudice to assure Mr. Schiavo of their belief that in many
ways the countr-'/inen of Dante and Michelangelo may enrich Amer
ri)
ica even if they do not enrich themselves."
(1) The Interpreter - September, 1929 - p, 112
C
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Pis turbing Factors Corni-.ion To All AcLoles cents But
Intensified By Conriicts Of Tv;o Cultures
All the factors hitherto mentioned have been those that
are peculiar to the Italian girl. She is aware of these so-
called peculiarities, and so decides that all in all she must
be rather an inferior person; because there is ever before her
that sense of great difference betv/een her ov/n environment and
that of her non-Italian friends.
Moreover, there are a great many disturbing circumstances
that influence the behavior of many adolescents regardless of
nationality. It is usually admitted that most adolescents
suffer from a feeling of inadequacy and inferiority. But even
here v/e find that these causes of adolescent storm and stress
are to a certain degree intensified by the conflict of the tv;o
cultures
.
Factors Arising from Family Situation
Family Status
Social
During all my years' experience among the poor Italians,
I have yet to find the lowest social stratum. Wo matter how
low in the economic or socicil scale an outsider might consider
a family, it is surprising to note that they themselves
always can find some family which they consid.er much beneath
them. This is, no doubt, a very good thing for their self-
respect. On the other hand, 1 find that usually this attitude
adopted by the parents is apt to couse trouble since they some-
times are content to remain as they are with that as a compen-
satory thought. The children, however, are constantly aware
of those whom they consider in a higher stratum of society.
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They would like to ape them, but because of the difficult
financial situation thev are unable to do so. One can easily
see how sensitive thev become to the many compaifeons which pre-
sent themselves through newspapers, or movies, or their co-
workers .
Economic
Since the adolescent is so well aware of this social
disparity and realizes that the only way she can equalize
this is by financial security, she makes pathetic attempts to
impress her friends bv buying things that will show a certain
amount of prosperity, - a radio, a fur coat, flashy clothes,
and costume jewelrv. This, as we have seen, is diametrically
opposed to her father's economic theory. His plan is for a
real security. Hers is for a pretense. But the pathetic se-
quel to it is that whether she fails or wins in obtaining her
desires, she feels more and more the patronizing airs of her
superiors
,
Educational
The attitude of the Italian parent on the need of educa-
tion for their children has undergone somewhat of a change in
recent years; but still It is quite a struggle for a boy to
impress upon his parents the desirability of a hi^er educa-
tion. However, education for girls was practical Iv iinheard
of until recently, - and even now the rejoiner is: "A girl
gets educated and then gets married and it all goes for nothing"
One of the most pathetic situations is to find a familv mak-
ing great sacrifices to send a girl through hi^ school, be-
lieving that when she has earned her hi^^ school diploma, she
c
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will be able to take her place in the world and have a fine
position with a hip^ salary. The disillusionment which follov;s
her graduation in this time of economic depression makes it
more and more difficult for the child to get on agreeably with
her parents. She knows that she is not able to satisfy their
hopes, and she is reminded of this in everv wav possible. Soon
she has an overwhelming conviction that she has failed and can
never succeed. I sometimes think that the child who has succeed
ed in going to high school is more to be pitied than the one
who is allowed to go only throu^ the eieiith grade. At least
nothing extraordinary is expected of the latter and there is
more peace at home. On the other hand, she is apt to feel
greatlv over-awed and verv humble when she does come in contact
with those v;ho have had more schooling.
In commenting on the lack of eagerness of the Italian pa-
rent to give their children a hi^ier education, Pairchild has
an illuminating paragraph: "V^/henever the present writer has
reprimanded an Italian for his mistake, he has been confronted
with the same answer, which th-^ows so much li^t upon the life
of Italians: 'If our child keeps on studvin.fr, it will break up
the family, ' That there is some truth in the matter can hardly
be doubted. Given the conditions in modern America, too great
a divergance of intellectual pursuits between people living
constantly under the same roof becomes awkward and often ends
(1)
by making co-habitation unfeasible." This indeed is so. Bit-
terness, harsh words, emotional flareups result in any attempt
of the girl to apply some of her learning at home. Indeed, it
(1) Henry Pratt Pairchild: op. cit. - p. 113
r
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is a long, bitter and solitary struggle for a girl to decide
on a college career and, unfortunately, it is a road from
which there is no turning back. She is at odds with herself
and her world. Some can lau^ and sav, "My family think I*m
too American, and ray boss thinks I'm too Italian - so figure
that out." But there are many other girls who at night sob
themselves to sleep and in the morning go about their work
either broken in spirit or with a defiant toss of the head.
Many appeals have been made to Italian parents to send
their children to school. They range in logic from statements
such as: "If we want to go ahead in this world, we must send
our children to schools and colleges like the Jews", to the fol-
lowing impassioned appeal: "The Italians in America should
go hungry, if need be, but send their children to high school
and college. Onlv in this way will the Italian community de-
velop the intellectual leadership competent to guide and ad-
vise its great mass of laboring population. The problems of the
Italians in America are such as can be solved only by men of
their own race, men who have both a deep svmpathetic understand-
ing of their own people and a thorough knowledge of the Amer-
ican environment.
"For the sake of their children Italian parents should
become American citizens. Many of the scholarships available
are open only to the sons and dau^ters of citizens.
"Italian boys should go to school with their heads hi^
and with a confident sense of being as good as those of any
other race. Let them justify themselves bv keeping up their
own end. Above all, thev will convince others of their worth
if thev go seriously to work and stav with it."
(1) The Interpreter: February, 1926 - p. 13
fI
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Parental Attitudes
Depyee of Adjus tment
Occasionally we hear a child boast of the fact that his
parents are verv free and allow him t great deal of liberty.
"My mother is just like an American," is the wav they express
it. It would appear in such a case that the mother and dau^-
ters had reached a happy relationship, but unfortunately this
is rare: usually the adjustment of the parents to the new world
comes, if ever, only through a great deal of uniiapplness. And
over and over again we get the conflict which has been called
"Old Vi/orld Thinking and New V/orld Living". Eleanor R. Wembridge,
referee of the Juvenile Court in Ohio, has written in an amus-
ing but telling wav of the problems of second generation girls.
In commenting on her stories, "Other People's Dau^ters", the
Foreign-Born writes: "The clash between the fundamental wants
of foreign-born parents, and the wants of their American-
born children, with a different social inheritance, and the
ensuing conflict in their standards of what is socially de-
(1)
sirable, is at the basis of many family catastrophies .
"
To my mind, one of the most beautiful and tragic stories
dealing with this complicated situation is that of "My Mother
and I" by E. Stern. It is a story of a RAssian-Polish Jewish
girl, who lived with her family in a ghetto. The inevitable
separation betv/een her and her loved ones portray the prob-
lem that manv of the second generation face, - even the Ital-
ian whose family lovaltv is so great.
There is little doubt that the parents suffer more emo-
(1) Foreign-Born - August 1927 - p. 219
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t tonally than the childi:»en, because they feel so hurt and
helpless. An incident at Hull House well illustrates the
baffled emotions that rage within many a parental breast:
"I recall a play written by an Italian playwri^t of our
neighborhood, which depicted the insolent break between
Americanized sons and old country parents, so touchingly
that it moved to tears all the older Italians in the a.rx-
dience. Did the tears in each express relief in finding
that others had had the same experience as himself, and did
the knowledge free each one from a sense of isolation and
(1)
an injured belief that his children were the worst of all?"
Attitudes on Discipline
The ideas of discipline of most parents are very pri-
mitive to sav the least. They are apt to swing from one
extreme to another. A father may caress a child in the most
extravagant fashion one moment, and at the next, for some
to
reason, usually unknown/the child, he will give him a good
trouncing. As the child grows older and his misdeeds greater,
he is given many a terrific beating: "Believe me, when my
old man hits, he hits hard. He's crazv when he gets mad,
^
He's like all the 'Dagoes'."
Family Entanglements
One often comes across the situation in which the hus-
band has been in this country years before he was able to send
for his wife and children. V/hen he finally sees them, he
finds that he has "become Americanized" and thit his wife
is hopelessly "greenhorn". He is ashamed of her dress and
her lack of language. The result of this brings inevitable
(1) Jane Addaras: Twenty Years At Hull House - p. 389
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conflict Into the hone, Soraetlmes the husband is openly
unfaithful-, or the family suffers from endless quarrels.
This, affects the children, since it is difficult enou^
to discipline them when the parents agree. V/hen the parents
disagree, the children are quick to play one against the
other to their own advantage.
Statistics have shown that the second generation breeds
more delinquents than the native-born or the foreign-born:
"Clearly our figures bear out the proposition that native-
born sons of foreign-born parents contribute considerably more
than their share to the criminal ranks. There are two and
a half times (53^: 22%) ss many persons native born of foreign
or mixed parentage in our reformatory group as are found in
(1)
the general population."
Trouble in an Italian home usually means an American
visitor from the court or the school, or from some social
agency; so that an Italian family often gets the impression
that whenever an American comes to his home, something must
be wrong. That is, the Italians are in trouble, - and the
all-knowing and alwavs-ri^t Americans are trying to strai^ten
matters out. This is bound to give a child the opinion th*
only Italians get in trouble, and the Americans are all like
George Washington or Abraham Lincoln.
(1) 500 Criminal Careers - Shelden Glueck and Eleanor T. Glueck
p. 119
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Personal Factors of Adolescence
Appearance
"Many adolescent gi-'ls have corne out of a "background
which has lacked cultural elements, and are living in en-
vironmental conditions which are stultifying rather than
(1)
enriching." How true this is of the Italian girl when one
considers how she has thir'ov/n over the finest things of her
own heritage and adopted the worst of the American culture.
As adolescents of all nationalities, she is confronted with
problems. It is a recognized fact that all adolescents do
not n-o through the period of storm and strife that are so
endlessly talked aoout, A great manv of them grow up in a
verT normal, ordinary way. So it is with Italian girls. There
are those that constitute quite a problem, because, added to
the changes that accompany the adolescent period, they have
other handicaps which have been mentioned before. Elliott,
in her book, states that "every adolescent girl has four
major adjustments:
1. She must secure her freedom from her family,
2. She must establish her relationship with the opposite
sex.
3. She must decide about her vocation,
(2)
4. She must achieve some unity in her ovm personality."
There is a certain tvpe of Italian girl who meekly and
apparentl?r v/ithout anv struggle adapts herself to her own
particular niche in the family decreed bv parental authoritv.
If she has any conflicts during adolescence, she probably
(1) Grace Loucks Elliott: Understanding the Adolescent Gi-^1 - p. 105
(2) Ibid: p. 40
r
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realizes the futility of stru o-o-iing and calml-r awaits her
fate, which will ultim-qtely be that of marrying and rearing
her own family. As for the girl, who will not be the du-
tiful daughter, she will no doubt have more trouble in
making the four adjustments that Elliott presents than a
child of native-""-orn parents, because of the conflicts
hitherto mentioned.
Boas points out that there is no way of determining
with certainty the racial group membership of an-^*- individ-
ual. He further sa-"-s, "It is a common experience that
Americans of European descent, French, Italian, or German,
are recognized as Americans notwithstanding their pure
(1)
descent and solelv on account of their appearance and habit."
Despite this fact, we still hear: "He looks like an Italian".
I am inclined to Relieve that Boas is right, but a bit ahead
of time. Even now the Italian ''outh is still sensitive alnut
his appearance. Even the most beautiful of girls, while
knowing and appreciating the fact of their beautv, are sen-
sitive about their olive skin. The greatest compliment
that anyone can pay is: "You don't look like an Italian".
If someone should say: "You do look like an Italian", the
retort comes quickly: "V/hat of it? I'm proud of it."
Education
We have ppoken of the difficulties which stand in the
(2)
way of an Italian girl achieving an educatinn. Mariano
has an interesting classification, in which he divides the
individuals into four types:
(1) PlFan'z Boas: Anthropology and Modern Life - p. 86
(2) J. H. Mariano: The. Italian Contribution to American Democracy
p. 32
c
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1. The tenement tvpe
2. The trade and business t-'rpe
3. The Y. M. G.A. and college type
4. The professional tvpe
This to a preat extent could be applied to the giT«ls, In
the tenement tvpe, we would put the girls who work in the
factories; the trade and business t^''pe, the sirls who work
in dressmaking and millinery establishments and the busi-
ness girls; and the college and professional girls. V/hen
girls discuss what the-"- feel thev have missed most of all
in life, those of the first type usually sav, "Money".
Those of the second type usually sav, "Education", and thev
feel constantly that sense of being unequal to compete with
others because of their lack of higher education. The
third and fourth tvpes do not come within the scope of this
study.
Companionships
Class distinctions, as have been explained before, are
considered of grent importance. As long as the girl has for
her companions her own neighbors and co-workers, there is
verv little to make her unhappv excepting the vague longing
for the unknovm that evervone more or less experiences, but
it is when the girl is drawn into another group, either thru
the settlement houses, or a Y.W.C.A., or the school centers,
that she begins to feel ill at ease with her nev/ companions.
Attitude Toward the Family
Vife can easily see that the average girl who has not been
given many advantages in her home would have her sense of
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gratitude to her farailv quote overshadowed hv man""" deep emo-
tions. There is no dou'^t that she is rebellious; th^t there
are tl'^es when there is a burning hatred of her familv, and
some girls admit thnt thev have never outgrown a sense of
shame concerning their parents and their living conditions.
"We have seen girls who were sh-'^, self-conscious and unwill-
ing to admit that their parents were born abroad, quite trans-
formed when thev found that the leaders with whom thev were
associated at a summer conference, and whom thev esteemed,
were intelligentlv interested in the culture of different
nationalities, when thev learned that the other girls at
the conference were taking part in pla^s or concerts based
on the cultural heritage of their respective nationalities,
and when thev found that the conference was driving evervone
opportunities for similar participation and consequent recog-
nition. Experiences of this kind have led us to conclude
that '"•eing a second generation p.ivl is both a ^-''act and an
(1)
attitude.
"
S^o^ial Opportunitie s
For most gi Is there are verv little social opportuni-
ties excepting the familv events which have been previouslv
describe!. Those who have emancipated themselves a little
from Parental authoritv are sometimes allowed to go to the
movies, or to a shov/er, or to a birthdav partv v^^ith some of
their co-workers. Those that are allov/ed more freedom belong
to a club, either setHeraent house of Y.V/. G.A. . There is, of
course, the girl who, bv Iving or bv being willing to quarrel
TiT~Report of Commission, op. c it. -
c
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incessantly, goes to puTolic dances and excursions, but, on
the whole, social opportunities are meagre.
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Summary of All Factors Leading to Social Insecurit ^r
It is a significant fact that if an Italian girl is
socially adequate she is called "American", but when she
is socially inadequate she is apt to he referred to as a
second generation girl. This is only another phase which
shows the importance of having a feeling of social secur-
ity; for the Italian girl senses this distinction very
auickly.
Adler's theories of the inferiority complex bring
-^•r ...
forth the fact that a longing -a^ security is inherent m
every individual. His theory is that it is usually some
organic inferiority which results in an inferiority com-
plex - and this in turn brings about an intense desire ft>r
security and so leads to compensation. Dr. E. R. Groves
extends this theory of Adler's to include, besides organ-
ic difficulties, a sense of social inadequacy which might
be due to poverty, family disgrace or other similar cir-
cumstances. This theory can be applied directly in
the cases of the Italian adolescent.
It is this feeling of shame that comes from compar-
ison of her own achievements, her environment, her family
status, with those of her more fortunate friends or with
the standards of which she has gained a knowledge in her
contacts with the outside world - that is the source of
the feelings of inferiority.
*-E. W, Groves : Personality and Social Adjustment - P. 221
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These differences are verv vital to her. Thev are
ever present in her mind - they are the thorns in her
crown. If only her familv would act as the American fam-
ily does (her picturizat ion of that illusive tradition
known as t he ideal familv life of the American is vivid
in her mind)
.
To ray mind all the difficulties lie in the fact that
"my old man is still a greenhorn". The quarrels may be
caused b-'- wide differences of opinions eoncerning the spend-
ing of money, parental authority, the demands made on the
"boy friend", or the desire for a more congenial form of re-
creation than the family parties; but, no matter what the
argument is about, the girl is sure that thev would have
been avoided if her parents weren't "Wops".
If, as it sometimes happens, the girl herself does
not feel keenly these differences either because happier
family relationships have been established or simply be-
cause she does not sense any of these differences, the
facts are thrown before her in all forms of prejudice -
varying from some petty form of discrimination to spectac-
ular propaganda in the press.
If by some miracle, the girl has not been influenced
by either of these factors, there is still another source
of difficulty. These are the difficulties which beset
every adolescent but which are doubtless intensified by
the conflict caused by Old V/orld Thinking and New V/orld
Living. These are the ever-present desires for the ado-
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lescent to be personal Iv independent of her familv group
and vet conform with the larger group. She v/ants her fam-
ily to be above reproach in the eves of all, but there are
the realities before her - the inevitable economic insecur-
ity causing a lower standard of social living which invar-
iably carries along with it many unpleasant family entangle-
ments .
The last straw, to many of the girls, is when they
realize that the opportunities for betterment are blocked
because of her lack of education due to the old Italian
tradition.
With all these contributing factors, the wonder is
not that the Italian girl suffers from feelings of infer-
iority, but that she is ever able to cope v/ith them and
make a social adjustment instead of reacting with anti-
social patterns of behavior.
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REGK^ATIONAL T!IERAPY
Introduction
Attitudes Toward Rec:"eation
Although the fascinating histo^v df recreation has no
place in this stud^'', it will be necessary to pr'esent some
theories of ylav in order to make clear our own philosophy
of recreation and the resulting problem of carrying out
this conception in work among the Italians. A brief ac-
count of the evolution of the attitude of play accepted
by many educators todav is p-iven in the first chapter of
Lehman and Witty 's £]^ngijig Attitude_s ToAvard Play. It
begins with the educational svstera in Ger-aan^T as outlined
by Pranke in the eighteenth centurv: "The attitude tov/ard
play which dominated the schools of Aiierica until very re-
cently was the product of r^eligious conviction; it was the
result of an uncritical acceptance of customs brou^t from
the oil world. The following quotation p:ives evidence of
the coercive measures of school discipline employed in Ger-
many at the beginning of the eighteenth century: ^Tla^r/
said Franke, 'must be forbidden in an^ and all of its forms.
The children shall be instructed in this matter in such a
wav as to show them, throujsih the presentation of religious
(1)
principles, the wastefulness and folly of all play.
"The Methodist Church in America in 1792 gave sanction
to an educational s''''stem si--iilar to that advotated by Franke.
This scheme too resulted from ddep-rooted religious convic-
tions and squared with the p-^evai!J.ing doctrine of total
( 1 ) LehmsoT "and \7itty: The Psvcholog^r of Plav Activities - p.
rr
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depravity. . .we prohibit plav in the strongest terras
. . . T>ie students shall rise at five o'clock. . . summer
and winter. . . T'heir recreation shall be gardening, walk-
ing, riding, and bathing, without doors, and the carpen-
ter's, joiner's, and cf^binet -maker ' s business within doors.
A skillful person shall overlook the students at these re-
creations. . . The students shall be indulged with nothing
which the world calls plav. Let this rule be observed with
the strictest nicetv; fo"^ those who plav when thev are voung,
(1)
will play when thev are old.'"
These ideals seem hopelesslv old fashionevd to us now,
and vet they are not far afield f^ora those held by nanv Italian
parents concerning recreation for their daughters. Patri
comments on this attitude in the language of todav: "The
average parent thinks of education largelv in the form of
books. The poorer the people are, the more apt thev are
to over-value the traditional work of the school. The school
is the place to learn from books and the child must not
waste anv time doing anvthing else. Time spent in play
is time wasted. Time spent on music, cooking, dramatics,
dancing, wood, clav, is wasted. These are the fads and
(2)
frills, and, while desirable, are altogether unnecessary"
In interviewing the parents of erivls, the importance
of plav in social development is alwavs emphasized, often
to no avail. One summer a little Italian girl came to the
Institute and asked if she might join a sewing or cooking
(1) Lehman 'and Vifittv: op. cit, - p. 1
(2) Angelo Patri: A Schoolmaster of the Great City - p. 50
r
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class. She Mvas told that these classes
,
would not be open
until the Fall, but that she could join amr of the pr3:»oups
for summer activities: games, hikes, and picnics. She went
home to consult her parents and returned the next afternoon
saving, "Mv mother said X can't take picnics, - I have to
wait and take sewing.
"
This idea of ulav being a futile waste of tine is some-
times adopted b"''- the children, strange as it mav seem. In
a group of twelve-vear-olds , a child is often heard saying,
"I don't want to come to club; we don't do anvthlng but
n
play. V/hen the leader suggests handcraft or some service
project, then they enthusiastically return to games and par-
ties. So that, even with the children, we have to deal m th
the conflict which arises from the traditional ideas of
their parents and their ov/n childish impulse for plavful
activity.
Leading educators today, however, give the recreation
leader much moral support in accepting the importance of
wholesome play in the normal development of a child: "The
past twenty-five vears have encompassed rapid changes in
the philosophv of education. A variety of forces have caused
educator's to examine criticall^'- prevailing customs. Attempts
have been made to codifv exper»ience and to develop a con-
sistent s""-stem of thought and educational procedure. The
various attempts have culminated in their highest form in
the philosophy of John Dewey. His attitude toward play is
expressed in the following: 'The idea that the need (for
rc
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play) can he suppressed is absolubelv fallacious, and the
Puritanic tradition Y;hich disallows the need has entailed
an enormous crop of evils. if education does not afford
opportunity fo-^ wholesome recreation and train capacity
for seeking and finding it, the suppressed instincts find
all sorts of illicit outlets, sometimes overt, sometimes
confined to indulgence of the imagination. Education has
no more serious responsibility than making adequate pro-
vision for enjoyment of rec 'eative leisure; not only for the
sake of the immediate health but still more if possible for
(1)
the sake of its lasting effect upon habits of mind.'" Group
activities as a reraedv for behavior problems is not a new
theory by anv means, but it is only lately that it is being
accepted by social workers. Recognized authorities-^ have
dealt with such experiments. In this study it will not be
feasible to take up involved case studies, as they would
be worthless without detailed accounts of each progressive
move.
Forms of Recreation
What activities are included in the social workers'
idea of recreation? In books dealing with the organization
OT^ function of play, it is amazinp- to find such a long list
of activities grouped under the heading of recreation. They
range from reading Sunday papers and chewing pura to clay
modeling.
Some authorities also differentiate between "play" and
"recreation". "There is a very common misunderstanding of
( 1) Lehman and Witty: op. c it. - P. 2
Jane Addams , Robert Kelso, Miriam Van Waters, Claudia V^anna
maker, Eleanor Wembridge.
c
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the play of children among adults which arise from their con-
fusing it with recreation. Recreation is relief from toil.
It is intended for the rest and rebuilding of wearied muscles
and nerves and spirit. It may take any form, but it is always
lacking in seriousness and usually has value only in recreating
the mind and body for the more serious v/ork of life. The play
of the child does not correspond to the recreation of the adult,
but, to the work of the adult. Play is the most serious activity
(1)
in v.'hich the child engages,"
In this study there will be no attempt to discriminate be-
tween "play" and "recreation", since this paper is based on re-
sults of both activities, and will include only the forms of
recreation that we were able to iise in our own experiments with
girls. There are, doubtless, many other activities which might
have been introduced with great advantage, but which had to be
omitted either because of lack of good leadership and adequate
facilities, or because of the great opposition from the families
of the girls.
(1) Henry S. Curtis: Education Through Play - p. 12
c
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The Major Problem
In most cases, the real problem, whether the girls would
admit it or not, was: How to get a boy-friend. Dr. Bronner
has said that this is usually true in their cases and that
there is great need for opportunities for boys and girls
to play together in wholesome activities. She stresses the
point that there ought to be summer camps for boys and girls
together during the adolescent period. Here the timid and
awkward might find joy in rowing, swimming, and hiking to-
gether. It often happens, says Dr. Bronner, that a boy and
girl who live in different neighborhoods v^ould, if brought
together in a normal way, help each other a great deal in
solving their problems. Many a girl blossoms under little
attentions such at; a v;alk, a dance, or a canoe ride; but —
how to get the boy and girl together in a normal way — that
is the great problem.
The Institute was constantly hampered in its plans to
encourage a v/holesome acquaintance of boys and girls. Hav-
ing gained the confidence and trust of the parents only
after much patience and perseverence , it would have been
disastrous to lose it through mixed parties - so contrary
to their mores, — and yet the vital necessity of normal boy-
and-girl activities was recognized.
Every girl feels that to have a boy-friend will be the
end of all her trouble. She will have the joy of boasting
f
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about him; she will have "dates"; she will get a diamond
ring; she will have a shower and a wedding; and then beau-
tiful children that she will bring up according to her
ideas and not the old-fashioned ones of her parents.' In
other words, in all of the social recreation programs, one
had to remember constantly that the main idea in the girl's
mind is to be popular and charming and skillful, - merely,
to be more attractive to the boys. The leader does not say,
of course, that if vou are a charming hostess you will get a
boy friend; or if vou learn to ice-skate '^ou will be able
to go v/ith some boys, but the girls suppl"^ that thought them-
selves. The leader mi^t say, "in order to be popular with
vour friends, you must be active and sure of vourself, and
know how to talk and how to listen, and how to be gracious."
The opposite sex was not mentioned, but "to be popular" con-
veys onlv one idea to the adolescent girls: "to be popular
with boys.
"
Social Recreation
Experiments
The Organized Club
The Club is a recognized social institution which meets
a real need. Charles Merz^ in The G-reat American Band Wagon,
pokes a great deal of fun at the "joiners". It is rather
amusing from his point of view, and vet it ml^t be consid-
ered very pathetic that every person must, in order to feel
important or for the sake of his own self-respect, be a member
r
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of some social group. The mor«e socially inadequate the per-
son, the more he feels that he must identify himself with
some group. "In union there is strength." He speaks of a
certain tvpe of negro, of whom "Andy" of "Amos and Andy" fame,
is a prototype, who belong to innumerable lodges. It is
also a recognized fact that the Italian is a joiner. There
are the "Sons of Italy", the most powerful Italian organiza-
tion in the United States, with a membership of 125,000 and
187 lodges in 24 statesV 'the "Foresters"; and the innumerable
"Mutual Benefit Lodges", all having large memberships. These
are the despair of every social worker who firmly believes
that the reason everv Italian Joins a lodge is that he might
have a band at his funeral! The real reason is much more
social in origin than that. This deep-rooted desire to
"belong", and to unite v/ith others of one's own kind for mu-
tual help and pleasure, has always been recognized as a
natural thing with the men of the family; but now the de-
sirability of such associations for the women folks is also
being admitted, althou^ v/ith great hesitation.
to
To the girl who hf^s verv little/boast a'^out , it is ex-
citing to be able to talk about "My club", "M-^ committee",
"We did this", "We went to Mrs. Blank's house for tea".
It is something for their sisters to repeat; something for
their mothers to tell the neighbors whom they meet at the
butcher's shop. So the whole familv is affected, - there
may be much joshing about it, but beneath it all there is
real pride in the fact that Angelina is getting on in the world!
(1) Parkland Miller-: op. c it. - p. 132
c
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Program Planning
It was after checking up the work of a number of years
with the older girls that the program for the -vounger ones
was planned. The girls usuallv were kept in their chrono-
logical age groups, but aometim-es, because of difference in
mental, social, or education ages, it was thought best to
make exceptions. There v/ere three age groups: The Midget s,-
12-14 years; The Juniors, 14-16 years; and the Seniors , --16-
18 years.
The results of questionnaires filled out by the senior
girls asking what in their contact with the outside world
they feel the lack of most, was invariably: (1) Lack of edu-
cation; (2) Lack of social poise. Furthermore, when the
girls were asked to write what thev would like to do dur-
ing club meetings, the suggestions mi^t vary in form, but
never in content: Getting over self -consciousness ; How to
be charming; How to have poise; How to entertain. All of
this invariably goes back to their lack of confidence in
matters of social etiquette.
Boas makes a statement that there is nothing that so
offends a person as to have one criticize his conformity to
etiquette. Hughes Mearnes, when talking about his original
experiments on creative experiments, savs that he considers
all instruction, unless asked for, a great impertinence.
One feels the truth of both statements very keenly when
working with girls. A leader never asks if the club would
like to have a talk on etiquette, but rather a talk on,
"How to be Charming". Then the girls timidlv write ques-
iX) Franz" "Boas: Anthropology and Modern Life - p. 155
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tions which the speaker, who has already been coached by
the leader, answers in a direct and unaffected manner. The
girls are later given an opportunity to work out some of
their problems and the results are truly startling.
Fundamentals of Etiquette
A girl's behavior at an afternoon tea, that social
bug-bear in more v/avs than one, is really a very good in-
dication of a girl's feeling of security and poise. But
how to bring them to that stage without frightening them
off is a delicate matter. When girls are sixteen vears or
over, thev are verv sensitive about their manners. They
realize their lack of experiences in these social matters,
but thev never want to admit it. After a few talks and
discussions and the settling of questions such as: V/hat is
the correct wav of picking up a lump of sugar; of eating
olives or cinnamon toast; of holding a napkin at a tea, —
the girls are invited to a tea. Arranccements are made to
have some sympathetic and understanding committee woman
invite the girls to her home. The first affair is alwavs
rather painful, no matter how simple and unpretentious it
is. invariably, someone spills a cup of tea. Frantic
efforts to make conversation; vain attempts not to drop cake
crumbs; to take a sandwich from the platter in a dainty way
to appear at ease; - all result in giggles or boisterous
laughter or absolute muteness. After a while we hit upon
the idea of having some informal and seemingly impromptu
music, w4iich did help to cover up a deathly silence or the
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clanging of a teaspoon and the strained conversation
until the girls went home.
This affair was usually followed by the sugrrestion that
the girls give a tea for their vounger sisters. Naturally,
thev were never told that it would be an opportunity for
them to gain practice and poise. I'hey agree that it would
be nice for them to entertain the vounger sisters, and
then the younger sisters will in turn entertain them. By
this time some of the girls will ask without any hesitation
how they should arrange the flowers and the china, and v/he-
ther the napkin should be held under the tea cup or whether
it should be passed first; whether the lemon and sugar should
be served at the tea table or passed separately. Other girls,
however, simply cannot find '^he courage to ask. They fumble,
along and then the leader rather nonchalantly and absent-
mindedly arran/7es the table as she chats away: "Now, Assunta,
would vou pour on this side of the table?", and, "Martha,
would you like to pass the cream and the lemon, after Josie
serves the tea?" Unless the group is terriblv awkward or
their defense mechanism conditionings have brought about a
"rough neck" attitude, the affair goes off well, - a little
stilted, perhaps , but with dignity. The leader always tries
to anticipate a situation so that a girl will not make a
faux pas which might humiliate her greatly when she later
discovers it. Oftentimes the leader will "jokingly" say
something about drinking from a saucer, or "dunking", and
everyone lauphs and that is usually enoupdi.
c
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The movies are a great help in this matter. The girls
rai^t think the leader just a fussv old maid, and not he
willing to take advice seriously; but when they see Norma
Shearer serving tea in her sophisticated and charming man-
ner, that is a tea cup of another pat tern J Everv girl iden
tifies herself with the beautiful star of the screen and
sees herself in flowing tea gowns, serving tea to one of
her numberless admirers. Such scenes in movies can be used
to verv good advantage. Also, the scenes where the comic
characters wolf their food or where the table manners are
the usual family ones but which we pretend are very unusual
have their values.
The next step is to ask the group to help at a formal
tea where thev are -pesponsible onl-"" for passing of cakes,
mints, and nuts. At the verv next affair, hov/ever, the
girls usually begin to enjov themselves. Thev take a great
deal of pride in the fact that thev know how to hold their
teacup without spilling it while carrying on a clever
repartee, which usuallv consists of "Hnve vou heard Amos
and Andv?"; "I think Bing Crosby is swell"; "I hate Greta
Garbo"; "Joan Crawford has lots of »it'", etc.
What is the value of all of this? No one has asked
that more fpequentlv or searchingly than the exhausted re-
creation leader, but even she must admit that girls emerge
from such experiences with a feeling of being someone, of
confidence in their ability to mingle, without social dis-
aster, with people ".just like the movies". it is a real
€C
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step in the p3:»ocess of aasimilation and effective social
interplay. They do not know the leader's goals or plans,
but they do knov/ that after such an experience that some-
thing has happened to them, as is evident from this remark:
"Gee, it was swell, I felt like a real societv eater. The
next time Marie Forti hi^-hats me, believe me I'll tell her
where I went to tea!"
Naturally if a girl is not groomed and coached before
attending a formal tea, the results raav be quite unfortunate
She is embarrassed fo^' a long time afterwards, and more and
more does she suffer from feelings of insecurity and irifer-
iority.
With the Midgets and Juniors, the handling of the eti-
quette problem is not so delicate a matter. We often start
with a quest ion-and-answer game. Slips of paper containing
one question such as: What would vou do- if vou spilled some-
thing on the tablecloth when invite 1 out to dinner? What
would vou do if served corn on the cob? etc. , are passed
around to half the girls. Slips containing the answers are
shuffled and passed around to the remaining girls. Then
after one question is read, tiie girl with the corresponding
answer stands up and reads hers. Someti'ies there are absurd
combinations when the girl with the correct answer does not
recognize it. More often, however, the game goes off well
and the girls take careful note of both questions and answers,
althoupii some pretend great indifference.
One of the best wavs of developing ease in the matter
cc
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of handling food ig to have refreshraents served at the end
of every meeting. V/ith the groups which met at the Insti-
tute, it was fairly easy, and there wa^ot much danger of
awkward situations arising. The girls used the available
linens, silverware, and china, and it was easy enou^ for
the leader to make suggestions to the committees who would
prepare and serve the food. In the beginning thev fumbled
about, scared about doing it incorrectly. Of course, there
were alwavs some who would adopt the "mucker pose" and insist
that serving nicely was a stuck-up idea and a lot of foolish-
ness, and they would begin tossing things to each other.
Invariably, a remark such as, "What would your father say
if he sav; vou acting this way", would make the girls drop
the smoke-serene and carry out the leader's suggestions.
Elaborate table settings were avoided in every case but
the desirability of handing things about without spilling,
instead of tossing; and of being courteous and lady-like,
were stressed.
By the middle of the vear, everv girl had had a chance
to serve on one of the comraittees, and then thev would ask
to work in teams, so that each team could try to make the
best record in preparing the food, or setting the table,
or clearing awav. Some of the girls earned reputations of
being able to decorate a table, or making dainty sandwiches,
or attractive salads, in the Midget and Junior Clubs which
they carried with them right through to the older groups.
The girls would often fuss at always being on one committee.
i€
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bu-^ it was the kind of fussing that one knew thev enjoyed.
Such a girl had her niche in the club, and though it mi^t
be a humble one, it was much to be preferred tekfm no niche
at all.
The problem was a little harder to meet when the groups
met at each other's homes. The one advantage was that ths
girls all lived in the same nei ^iborhood, and. were aot to
have more or less the same equipment. Prom the very begin-
ning the leader always stresses the point that clean, simple
things, if handled correctly, are as beautiful as more ex -
pensive linens and silverware. Besides, twelve-year-old
children are not yet imbued with the spirit of "keeping up
with the Joneses". But the trouble usually came if there
was an older sister at home who was rather ashamed of the
cracked dishes and the inadequate meeting place - the kitchen
as there were no parlors or dining rooms. On meeting days,
the whole family would be called upon to cooperate. The
mother would see that the house was siven an extra clean-
ing, the vounger children weiae sent to a relative's after
school, the father would have his sup j&v either upstairs
or downstairs, and the older sister would make a cake. The
girls themselves made the cocoa, and buttered the crackers.
The leader's cue is to be not onlv tactful but effusive in
her praise of the refreshments and the "good tine at your
party". She invariably attracts favorable attention to
some one feature of the room or the house, or the baby, and
by calling the attention of all the girls to 4© it. That
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remark is apt to circulate thro\igh the whole nei^borhood,
for the word of the leader goes a long way. This makes for
a certain amount of pride in the home and again the whole
family is affected by a meeting of the voung sister who be-
longs to a Midget group!
It is easv to see that when girls as ^oung as twelve
have access to a House shch as the Institute, that thev
grow up as a part of the House, assimilating its ideas, and
the family grows with it, hesitatinglv, and probably with
storm and strife, but ^^-et it follows along if the daughter
has an indomitable will. The effect on the girl is no less
telling. She knows enough of our social system to begin
boasting to her classmates about "the club meeting at mv
house", and, "we had cocoa and frosted cake with our club
name on it". The climax of such experience for them comes
with their first party. The girls have been carefullv groomed
unknowingly, and they consider it a grent honor to be cho-
sen to be on the refreshiient committee of the first party.
Thev have then become full-fledged hostesses!
The question raav well be asked: V^/hy all this time and
energv spent on such details? The answer is that when one
hundred Italian girls (20-30 vears) in the b^osiness and in-
dustrial groups were asked what form of social activities
they dreaded most, 90fo of the answers were of the following:
I hate to eat in restaurants.
I hate to be invited out to dinner.
I hate to eat with strangers.
I hate serving refreshments.
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Some years ago the publishers of an etiquette "book did some
clever advertising. One of the popular captions was: "And
again she ordered chicken saladi" Beneath it was the pic-
ture of a voung man and woman seated at a table in a rest-
aurant; the voung man was puzzled, the voung lady embarrassed
for "again she had to order chicken salad." During a dis-
cussion, one of the girls mentioned that advertisement.
There was a moment of uncomfortable silence, and then gigglin
and then one girl bravely said, "Well, believe me, I've re-
fused lots of invitations to lunch because I'm afraid to eat
before^ stranger. I wouldn't even dare to order a chicken
saladJ
"
'«^hen one considers how often one must eat, one realizes
how often the girls must try to overcome this feeling of
doing the awkward thing at the dinner table. A firm foun-
dation of simple table suggestions will carry a girl a long
way in her ov/n self-esteem.
Membershi p of Groups
It is in the membership of the groups that we find the
verbal expression of feelings of inferiority. Most people
in a communitv consider that any gro p at a settlement house
is an open club and they will frequently tell the leader
that they know a girl who ou^t to belong to a certain
group. The leader, who must never antagonize well-meaning
people in the community but who does not care to jeopardize
the group spirit of her club, finds herself in a dilemma.
With great hesitation she introduces the girl merely qo a
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as a guest for the evening, hoping that the members will
like her well enough to take her in. But mera'Tership is
guarded jealously. No exclusive club is more conservative
/in taking on new membership than a group in a settlement
house. One girl was certainlv a true spokesman of this
whole attitude, when she explained to the sroup hov/ she had
put off one girl who had told her that she desired to become
a member, by saying: "We take in few girls, and the girls
we take in can't fee too livelv, or too slow; or too smart
or too dumb; or too old or too young. Thev must be just
like us." And this is the hue and cry: "The^raust be just
like us", membership becomes a closed and sacred thing,
and the groups are gratified though they protest vehemently
when they earn the reputation of being known as exclusive,
or stuck-up, or hi^-hat. Democracy, perhaps, for the
country - but not for the club. Should a group leader worry
about this? Some do, but not I, There are so few things
that our girls can hug to their hearts with pride, and if
•they do feel that way about membership in a particular group,
30 much the better. One notch for them on the social scale.
It helps enormously in building up their self-esteem.
It is quite enli^tening to see how the various groups
look upon each other. Every group has one group which they
dislike intensely - and alwavs it is a group which has more
social intelligence than their own. Furthermore, the entire
group will pick out one member of the other group and cri-
ticize her severely - always the same accusation - for being
i
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"so stuck-up". And always that girl is one of the most at-
tractive in the group. One time a certain group (Group A)
told the leader frankly that thev disliked Group B, and (id
not care to take part in any more affairs with them. The
leader probed and probed, leading the girls on in a lively
discussion, and the whole thing finally boiled dov/n to the
fact that they reallv did not dislike the whole group but
one member in it. This member was not one of the most at-
tractive girls, but she did have mo'-e social poise than any
of the others. V/ith a group that feel their own social inad-
equacies so keenly, there is but one thing to do: build up
their self-esteem by giving them as manv social opportuni-
ties and experiences as they can assimilate.
The effect of membership on the individual of a group
may be either a great help in her normaij. development or it
mav prove rather harmful. Beatrice was one of our cases
after she had left home because she did not want to submit
to her father 's "bossiness". \'i/henever we talked with her,we
felt that she was rather a disagreeable person, going about
with a "chip on her shoulder" all the time, and never smil-
ing. One evening she was invited to a supper meeting of
one of the senior group As the evening went on, the
leader hardly knew her. She became really attractive as
she talked, shylv at first, then a little more freelv while
she drank her cocoa and munched her sandwiches. Xt was ob-
vious that when she was drawn into the group around the piano,
as the girls, arm in arm, sang the new songs, that for the
€
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first time in her life she felt that she "belonged", that
there was warmth and comradeship and friendliness in this
world. This was the beginning of a new kind of existence
for her.
Such experiments do not alwa-^-s come out so happily,
however^ There was Anita, who, because of tremendous family
difficulties at home, had adopted quite a bold front. She
was rather intelligent and attractive. The first evening
that she came to the club meeting she felt ill at ease and
so she immediately began to impress the other girls with the
fact that she had manv bov friends, many dates, and had ^one
on many parties. It was reallv pathetic to hear her boast,
but the other girls did not see it in that lif^t and so felt
antagonistic toward her. She finallv picked out -^ola, the
voungest and newest member of the cli^b, who was far from
adjusted, as her special friend, Lola, of course, became
rapt in admiration over Anita's tales of triumphs and good
times with her handsome "ritzy boy friends", and was only
too eager to have some "dates" of her own. To make a very
long story verv short, there was a great deal of trouble
which ended with Lola entering another group and Anita,
more brazen and boastful than ever, leaving the club and
going on her merrv wav,
Bov -and - Girl Parties
The need and importance of a normal boy-and-girl rela-
tionship has already been stressed. The Institute encouraged
mixed activities wherever it was possible without outraging
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the sense of decencv of the parents. Junior groups invar-
iably begin to talk about parties for their boy friends.
That is, some want one very much, and other do not, for ob-
vious reasons. Finally arrangements are made, but no mat-
ter how carefully planned it may be, the first boy-and-girl
party of any fourteen-vear-old group is a nightmare, what-
ever way vou look at it. The popular girls who are rather
intoxicated with a sense of their popularity, become baffled
at the fact that they are no longer so popular on that par-
ticular evening. The unattractive girls begin the tragic
career of the everlasting wall-flowers. V/hy? Because boys
seem to have either been stricken dumb and capable of doing
ting
nothing but sit/around waiting for the refreshments, or
they give vent to their uncomfortable feelings by running
riot all over the place, upsetting furniture, tearing down
decorations, turnin.g; somersaults, and iaring all others to
do all sorts of impossible stunts. As the Staff used to
say, "The group just isn't house-broken."
The second partv usually isn't much better. There is
one sign of improvement, inasmuch as the girls know what
boys not to invite. By the time the third partv is planned
for, the girls decide that the leader had bette-^ invite a
group of bovs; whereupon a call goes to the local Y.M. C.A.
or a Scout group for a "nice quiet group of fifteen-vear-old
bovs". The "nice quiet bovs" come with their leader or
s cout -master , and an orderly though somewhat subdued party
is in progress. Bv the time the r efreshments are served
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and it is time to go home, everyone begins to have a good
time.
The special advantage of asking boys of another nei^-
borhood ts that after a conference between the boys' leader
and the girls' leader, a few clever mixers are introduced
at the beginning of the party, and so most of the girls do
have a good time. Even the usual wall-flowers lose enough
of their fear and dread to enjoy the dancing and to want
another partv.
Perhaps no one but a recreation leader can fullv appre-
ciate the poignant tragedy in"Alice Adams", as Booth Tark-
ington has portra-fred the storv of the wall-flower. To s ee
girls v/ho are not popular at dances, hopefullv going to one
after another trving different methods of technique, new
dresses, fashionable hair-cuts, new jazz steps -- all in
vain, is truly a pathetic sight.
And what can a poor well-meaning leader flo -- except
groan inwardly and smile on outwardly pretending that she
sees nothing amiss. Vi/ith the older girls not much can be
done. The older boys do not care to be led to their danc-
ing partners. Mixers are not successful. The boys know
onlv too well what prirls they want as partners, and the girl
know too well that thev are not wanted, '^^he leader can
build up the morale of a group of girls after months of
hard work, onlv to have it all dissipated at one dance.
At the institute the happv idea of having one room reserved
for table games: checkers, cards, ping-pong, etc. was in-
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troduced. The girls who had no dancing partners would drift
down and play. The bovs who pretended they didn't want to
dance would play at another table. Finally, after some
manauvering, the boys and girls were placing together and
all would end happily. But even very skilled leaders and
good social workers are unable in many cases to offset the
bad effect of a danceless evening for many a poor girl.
The only "thing to do is to trv to divert their energies
into other channels, through other activities: tennis, bowl-
ing, roller-skating, card-playing - attach a boy friend.
The serious effects of a girl forced to admit that she is
a failure at every dance are more far-reaching than most
ok
people can believe. An amusing but seaij^ing account of such
situation is one bv Brenda Euland, called The \7all-flov/er
(1)
Complex .
With one senior group we found the best approach was
to establish a regular program for boys and girls. The
girls met from 5:30 to 7:30, and then a picked group of
boys were invited in at eiglit o'clock to plav cards. This
would invariably end with singing and dancing. Of course,
there were alwavs a gre^it many problems that arise from any
such experiment. One must be fairly sure of the girls to
begin with, and then there must be a verv cordial relation-
ship with the parents. The usual answer to all their argu-
ments is: "Isn't it better to have them play cards at the
institute than to have the girls sneak off and meet the boys
on. street corners?" We had to promise the mothers that the
(1) Harpers - Sept. 1930
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girls would go home alone. We did, arid the bovs and girls
went home separately on club nights. Fortunately, they
had sense enou^ to take matters in their own h&nds at other
times.' But the advantage of such a party over an ordinary
dance is that in such a small group, bv arranging the tables
and keeping alert to possibilities, the leader can see to
it that every girl has a boy for her partner at least most
of the evening. 3y meeting regularlv the group gets to know
each other v/ell and eve^v girl feels that she at least knows
some boys, which has its possibilities even if she has no
boy friend.' It is really surprising to realize the number
of girls who know no boys except as merelv bowing acquaint-
ances.'
Outings and Picnics
There is one form of social activitv which the entire
Staff agree never causes anvone in the group to develop feel-
ings of inferioritvl This is the outing or picnic — the
bane of everv recreation leader! How nanv are going? How
many are not going? How are the-r going? When are they go-
ing? Finally ever'^'-one is in a truck on their wav - usually
to some place in Canada. Who's going swimming, and who's
going to play ball? Everyone wants to do something differ-
ent. Evervone gets tired; everyone gets cr^oss; everyone
eats food that is full of sand; everybody eats too much;
everybody takes snapshots. Boys and girls want to go for
a walk: the clever social worker discreetly turns her eyes.'
Then everybody packs up and back into the bus thev all go.
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The girls are tired; the bovs offer their shoulders. The^
begin to sing all the popular sentimental songs. The so-
cial worker gets verv "^usy - she talks to the driver; she
looks out at the scenery, and she repeats to herself over and
over again, "Vvhat a dav, what a dayj And what fun do they
see in that?" To the leader it is a nightmare. To the lead-
er the thou.dit that a group could possibly have enjoyed such
hecticness seems far-fetched. But the leader is wrongi
They have all enjoyed it. For some of them it is the first
outing of their lives; for some it will be the last. For
others it is the one important event in the vear. The whole
nei^borhood and the whole factory know that Jennie went
with her club to Port Dalhousie - in Canada - sixty miles from
the Falls. Thev v^en-^n a chartered bus; they sang; they
swam; they ate; thev had their pictures taken v;lth the boy-
friends' arms around them - and "it was one swell time".
A girl can overcome man?/- "tough breaks", many hurt feel-
ings, and a growing sense of inadequacy, if she can look
back on one such blissful occasion! The leaders' slogan
should be: "Bigger and better outings!"
Results in Personality Development
In the foregoing experiments it can be easily seen
how dependent one reaction is upon another. It forms a
chain - each link as important as the next one and all inter-
dependent. The security that comes from harmonious social
interplay creates an emotional poise that is extremely neces-
sary if the girl is to enter into any scheme that will in turn
be a true foundation for assimilation.
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Group G-ames
It is s-urprislng liov; few games girls know. For recre-
ation the younger girls do practically nothing but play
tag, hide-and-seek, hop-skotch, jack-stones, skip-rope and
a few games like "London Bridge" and "Here We Go Round The
Mulberry Bush. " But the old-fashioned parlor games such
as "Magic Music", "Going to Jerusalem", and others, are
not knov/n at all w our second generation girls. Vifhen
one mentions games to them, the only thing they can think
of is "Post-office" (either from experience or hearsay).
As for sportsmanship, those who are skeptical of the oft-
repeated statement that boys show better sportsiTianship than
girls had better watch a group of Midgets playing their first
real games. It is "Every man for himself" with a vengeance;
cheating, lying, rough-housing, - all enter into it.
Games of Individual Control.
Then begins the training of games for social experiences.
Individual reaction games such as tag and hide-and-seek for
out-of-doors and the quieter games of "Opposites" and "This
is My Nose" for indoors are chosen. The leader carefully
observed the individual reactions, to see how quickly or
how slowly the response is made in getting on to the rules
of the game and in carrying them out. At the following
meeting one of the girls is asked to explain the games
played previously. The slower girls are asked to repeat
the directions, presumably for the sake of the others,
and
then all are praised for their good memories. These
two
simple indoor games and three blind-fold games which
are also
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very elementary - "Still Pond", "Dog and Bone", and "Reuben
and Rachel" - make up the first budget of games. Yi/hen the
girls have succeeded in playing these without fighting, the
seed of a beginning sense of sportsmanship is planted. They
at least knov/ that it is wrong to cheat, even though they
might continue to attempt it. The second round are the
team games, such as "Cranes and Crov/s", '^ox and Geese,"
"Huckle-Buckle'^^*Bean Stalk", "Jenkins Up" and the relays.
As soon as they begin to gain a sense of working for the
team, that is, cooperation, they are introduced to some of
the other games. During these ^rst recreation periods a
few extra active games are mixed in. Individual recreation
games such as "Poor House',' "Squirrel and Tree", "Three Deep",
Flying Dutchman", "V/ink" and many others provide the need
for an outlet to the pent-up energy of the girls. The
laughing and screaming and running around brings a release
and a feeling of exuberance and friendliness that is all
important in creating a group spirit.
Singing Games .
No recreation program is complete without some singing
games. Here again, it is best to start v;ith individual re-
sponsibility and progressing to games of coordination and
cooperation. For instance, the game "Magic Music". It is
the old game of "Hot and Cold" put to music. One girl goes
out; the rest of the group hides something. As she comes
nearer to the hidden object, they sing softly; and as she
goes away they sing loudly until the object is found. This
(5
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game has many variations which are used until the group
is ready for the next step - which are the team games.
Two of the simplest of these are "Singing Syllables" or
"Singing Proverbs". Team A chooses a word, such as "Metropol-
itan". Every girl or every two girls, depending on how
large the group is, is given one syllable of the word, and
then they all sing their syllables together to the tune of
"Yankee Doodle". The opposing team comes in, listens, com-
pares notes and tries to guess the word. The real purpose
of all these singing games is to get a self-conscious group
around the piano singing their ov/n favorite songs.
V/hat are the advantages of children playing such games?
Besides its being the beginning for training in sportsman-
ship, it has a great faculty of causing a warm sense of
good fellowship that comes only through the exuberance of
joyous play.
V/ith the older groups especially, all the girls do not
know each other equally v/ell and there is often a possibil-
ity of some of the girls' thinking that they do not really
belong. But in games where there must be a joining of hands,
rushing around in good fun, falling over each other and great
giggling all in order to avoid going to the "Poor House" or
being captured by "Reubin or Rachel" - - all of this cannot
help but make for good fellowship and create a sense of
really belonging to the group. Having played together,
the girls really feel that they know each other and no one
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can ever doubt that that is very important.
Values
The values of such programs are many and they more or
less dovetail so that clear cut distinctions cannot be
made. One has only to be among those present during such
aclivities to feel it as a living source of ex\uberance
from which are evolved a real feeling of belonging and so
comes the warmth of good fellov/ship.
Organized Team Play
In the games played by the younger children, one sees
a great variety of the same principles: chasing "Ifgames,
guarding and hide-and-seek. As the child grows older, one
finds that the number of games played becomes less, but that
all these elements are used. The difference is merely that
in the early games of childhood the organization of a game
is so very simple that it contains only one element. That
is, it is either an "It" game, or a "Hide-and-seek" game,
or a "Hit-and-run" game. But, as the child gets older, he
plays games that are more highly organized and so all the
primary principles in these various activities enter into
them.
Games of coordination.
It is most surprising to not*' how difficult it is to
get the idea of team play across to any group regardless
of age. Even v/ith the simple relay race, the group finds
it difficult to grasp the idea of the combination of team play
(5
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and rivalry. Some think that both teams mast keep togeth-
er; others realize it is a race, but think it is only one
person against another person, and that the next runner-up
should wait for her "partner" on the opposite team. To
get the idea across that the team is the winner or loser,
but that eadh. player must do his bit to help his team v/in
is a very difficult job. It is far more difficult than
a lay person can realize. One has only to try it in order
to believeitl One realizes very early in the game that
before any sort of team play can be attempted v/ith any
group, one must begin with simple forms of activities
which demonstrate self-control, coordination and loyalty.
With younger children, after the variety of relays,
two very simple gam.es which teach the sane principles are:
"Huckle -Buckle Bean Stalk" and "Jenkins Up". In "Huckle-
Buckle Bean Stalk" there are tv/o opposing teams. Team A
goes out of the room. Team B hides something. The A's
try to find the object hidden individually, and each per-
son who finds it must not betray the secret, but must go
off in an opposite direction and after sitting down quietly,
say, "Huckle -Buckle Bean Stalk". If he fail^ to do this,
the whole team is penalized, and so, by a system of points,
the team using more self-control wins. This game sounds
very simple, but the children have to play it at least a
half-a-dozen times before the idea gets across that for
the sake of the team the individual player must not shout
out his knowledge to show how smart he is, but must have
I
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enough self-control after seeing the object to restrain
oneself -until he can find a far-off corner before shout-
ing the magic words.
"Jenkins Up" is another game of two opposing teams.
Team A hold their hands beneath the table and pass a penny
around without any words. At the command of the captain
of Team B, Team A put their hands on the table, palms down,
and Team B try to find under which hand the penny lies.
The captain then attempts to raise all hands but the one
which is hiding the penny - otherwise all hands which are
still on the table after the penny is disclosed counts
for the opposing team. The "catch" is that no one but
the captain can give the commands after the players have
whispered their opinions to him. If a player shouts his
opinion, the team is penalized and the opposing team gains
five points. Again there is the great urge to shout out
his information so as to get credit in the eyes of the
team and leader, and it is only after the real experiences
of having the team lose by this lack of self-control and
team work that the individual finally gains the feeling
of what team play really means.
Another advantage in these three games is that every-
one has an equal chance. The very brilliant are not very
conspicuous, and neither are the very stupid. If a team
wins, everyone feels personally responsible; if a team
loses, the blame is shared. By choosing the more timid
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glrls as the captains in these games, one helps to give
them much needed self-confidence with practically no
chance of making a had matter worse. All such games are
very valuable not only for their imraediate results but as
preparation for dlganized teams.
Team Squads
.
All senior groups are very anxious to play basket-
ball. Sometimes this is simply because of the costume:
they like the idea of parading around bare-kneed, with
short trunks and scanty blouses, but, whatever the reason,
they do get interested. The social worker manages to take
a long time before the good team is organized. There is a
great deal of practicing, each girl is given an opportunity
to play in every position. in order to prolong the prac-
ticing which gives everyone the fun of being on the squad,
all variations of the games are tried out. Nine-Court
basket-ball is an especially good game, since one can use
as many girls as twenty in one game. V'Jhen the leader sees
that the squad is becoming arrxious to form the two teams,
she begins to suggest other activities for the girls that
she realizes cannot possibly make the basket-ball team.
Naturally, it often happens that the girl who does not
need the extra self-confidence that being chosen a member
of the team gives, makes the team. And again we have
the
mis-fits out on the side-lines. By introducing them
into
the volley-ball, indoor base-ball, or hit-pin baseball
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squads - before zero hour comes - one can save the girls
from checking up another failure I
Sometimes the girls see through the plan, however,
and then it is practically impossible to make them feel
any amount of pride in belonging on any other team. Then
other suggestions, such as, tennis, skating, and swimming
are made to the group.
We have already spoken of the values of loyalty and
coordination v/hich come from the experiences of organized
team play. There is, hov/ever, one other important by-
product and that is the feeling of good fellowship. This
spirit of comradeship is especially necessary for the girl
v/ho is not especially feminine or pretty. Such a type
knows that she is not veryattractive to boys. She begins
to think that life is not worth living. Then comes the
suggestion to capitalize her lack of femininity - to be-
come the athletic type. She is on the basket-ball squad,
and then comes the swank and swagger that comes v/ith mak-
ing the team; then the good fellowship in the shower room
and locker-room; and the little parties after games - - all
breeding a sense of really belonging that the girl has never
known before. This feeling naturally begets self-confidence
and happiness which carries over into her work. This might
not make her any more attractive to boys - in fact, it might
make her less so, - yet it gives her something definite to
hang on to and so she is better able to meet people and join
in a conversation without having that feeling of stage-fright
t .
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and the desire to rain away.
Oftentimes the results of being on a teain continue
on in strange and devious v/ays. The cases of Cicca and
Jennie are t\70 cases in point. V/ith "Cicca" (a nickname
for Francesca), her very name was the signal for much gig-
gling. £>he was shy and unobtrusive, but had joined the
basket-ball group and had finally made the team, Vihen the
time came for the election of a captain, as often happens,
the most unlikely person was voted in because there v/ere
tv70 very strong rivals, Cicca was elected! Captain of
the basket-ball team - - she, v;ho just barely made the
team! It v/as a good joke on the rest of the team, but
Cicca ignored that part of it. She began to take her re-
sponsibilities seriously and carried them out v/ith vim and
vigor. Here was the chance of a lifetime to talk v;hen
people had to listen to her! She made good use of her op-
portunity and from that time on she was neither shy nor un-
obtrusive! In tv/o years, hov/ever, she did strike a middle
course and became one of the dependable leaders.
Jennie is now the sort of a girl who is always accused
of being "stuck up", or being "attractive and knowing it",
simply because she walked with her head up in the air and
took long, peppy steps, because she knew where she was go-
ing and wanted to get there. The
leader was very much
interested in her because it was hard to
realize that a
girl with so much attractiveness and
poise had come from
rI
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a family such as hers. After a long friendship, she told
the leader her strange story of why she felt so much in
love with life - that the change had started with her
being on the basket-ball team, but it wasn't her interest
in basket-ball especially that was responsible
. but a
great desire for clean and attractive underwear.
People who have all the facilities of cold and hot
water and a warm bathroom cannot appreciate the effort it
takes for the little factory girl to keep clean and at-
tractive. Jennie was one of a large brood of children.
They lived in a crowded tenement and under the circumstances
bathing v/as quite an event. Underwear, torn and ragged,
was changed on everj Sujiday. As Jennie grew older and v;ent
to school and saw girls undress nonchalantly before her, she
prayed that she too might have underwear that she might not
be ashamed of, so that she might undress anywhere v/ith per-
fect security. Later, at the movies, she saw the movie
actress lounging around in beautiful negligees and under-
wear, and she pictured herself some day in the same place.
She, too, would be clean and perfumed and attractive! Then
one day she read a story about a poor girl who was really
a daughter of a nobleman, and who was given at one time
|100 with which to clothe herself, and she being a real
lady of birth started with buying beautiful hand-made
linen underwear. Jennie remembered that story and decided
that when she went to work, she too would be a real lady
of birthi She began work and insisted on some of her own
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wages; and with her first dollars she went down and bought
underwear
- not linen but silk. The next thing was how to
show people that she had these lovely underthings, and the
thought cane to her; basketball I - where she could dress
and undress in the locker-room with the gay nonchalance that
she had noticed in others. From then on she v/as a great
basket-ball player because: "I love the feeling of the show-
er. I soak myself good, and do I feel like a million dollars
when I put on clean, pretty underv/earl I'm a different per-
son, and 1 want the vi/hole world to know iti"
Values
Any amount of consistent work carried on with organized
team squads sho\\svery definitely the results that come from
training with a socia3^ng intent. Otherwise there is great
danger of a team playing only to win and then there is no
evidence whatsoever of the ultimate aims: that of engender-
ing a sense of coordination, loyalty - a sense of fair play
and good sportsmanship which in turn generates the good
group spirit called good fellowship.
Games of Individual Skill
Vi/hen a girl, after being a member of a club and having
been exposed toall its activities - - parties, dramatics,
and the various organized team activities - - and has
not
yet found her niche, she is encouraged to
take up one of
the individual skills. Since most of the
seniors do not
swim or bowl or roller-skate, a variety of
suggestions are
offered: If a girl is not too agile because of her
bulk.
I)
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sv;iramlng is suggested. That is the one sport in which
avoirdupois is not a serious handicap. She is told that
swirrmiing requires skill, patience and courage in order to
become an expert. Some immediately become enthusiastic
and v/ith real earnestness attempt to succeed. Some do,
to the extent of getting a "life-saver » s badge".
If swimming does not appeal to them, a roller-skating
group is opened to them. The older girls are more or less
afraid of attempting that, and give up the idea of becom-
ing fancy skaters after a few tumbles.
One of the most popular of all sports is tennis. Every-
one v/ants to be a tennis player. To the girls who find
tennis an old story, badminton is suggested. It is faster
and requires a little more speed than tennis; it is an
English game and therefore it has an added charm. To be
on a badminton team is something new and therefore much
more to be desired than to be in the tennis tournament.
To the girl in the slums, a picture of herself dressed
up in white sport clothes, with a g^y scarf tied around her
head, gracefully swinging a tennis racket, is the height of
romance and luxury. She pictures herself as the gay, at-
tractive athletic girl, and if only she will learn, soon
she will have a boy partner with whom to play, and that, to
her mind, is the beginning of the end
I
Bowling is one of the most popular of all forms of rec-
reation. One of the reasons is, perhaps, because the girl
is not so conspicuous in her failures. This is especially
I
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tme if the girls form teams and have bowling matches.
There v/as one interesting case where one girl came into
her own via the bowling alley: Carlotta was seventeen
and had all her life lived on a farm on the outskirts of
Bviffalo until the death of her father made it necessary
for her to work in one of the factories in Niagara Falls.
Because of her ungainly ways, her large muscular build
and unfeminine appearance, she was more or less of a
laughing stock among the other girls. She attended the
Industrial G-irls* Club, but was not very happy among them
as her awkwardness became more conspicuous. She felt more
and more that she could contribute nothing to the meetings.
The other girls danced, sang or played, or talked about
their clothes, and told interesting stories of their boy-
friends. But Carlotta v/as unable to do any of these. She
drifted along v/ith the group, however, and finally, during
one of the s-ummer outings one of the girls wanted to play
"Bocce" but didn't Imow much about it. Carlotta came to
the front, ahe knev; all about Bocce; in fact, that had
been her only recreation on the farm. She explained the
game to the girls and then began to shov/ them ho¥7 well she
could play. The girls were at that time making plans for
some bowling teams. Carlotta became very popular and was
asked to be on every team. Uf course, she was very eager
to take part and so became one of the group. From then on
she became interested in basket-ball, badminton, and tennis,
and prided herself on her skill in athletics.
f
S7
The trump card in the athletic field which we have
never found to fail, and was used only after everything
else had failed, was archery. There is a certain senti-
ment of romance and adventure attached to archery that
makes it an irresistible suggestion. For, if the expert
tennis player m.akes a charming picture to the girl, to be
accomplished in the art of archery is reaching the heights
.
The fortunate thing in archery is that almost any girl of
average intelligence can handle the bow and arrov;. One
does need balance and poise and aim. G-ranted that a per-
son has a fairly good aim, a fairly good balance and av-
erage poise, with patience and perseverance she can be-
come adept enough to make one of the teams. Then if the
girl dramatizes herself as a tennis player, she certainly
does v/ith her bow and arrow. Tlie interesting thing of all
athletics is that no girl goes into a sport without think-
ing of her costume - the costujne is the thing! The movies
and fashion magazines help out in this, bhe may practice
in anything at all, but v/hen the team.s are playing, then
she must have her costume, - and the archery costumes are
truly a wonderful sight to behold. They range from the
simplest sport dress to trunks and silk blouses, but in-
variably, a gay head-scarf is included. And what shipping
clerk or garage mechanic is proof against such gorgeousnesss
I
Even if the boy-friend does not actually come along, this
vision of herself carries her along for months and, Invari-
ably, something does happen.
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There are some girls who find it irapossible to take
part in any sort of an active sport. It is best not to
encourage them in their vain attempts, as every failure
makes future success harder to achieve, so handcraft,
cards, checkers, ping-pong, etc, are offered as substi-
tutes. These girls justify their lack of interest in
sports on the gro\md that they are quiet and don*t like
to run around, and so begins the indoor sport known as
"bridging". Instructors are provided so that the girl
can learn some of the fine points of the game, and usu-
ally, three or four in every group become known as experts.
These "exp"erts" are asked to give instruction to some of
the junior groups, and in this way they gain recognition
which they have envied the girls v/ho are proficient in
the more spectacular activities.
it was found that appealing to the girls to learn to
play checkers or ping-pong, so that they in turn might in-
struct the Midgets or juniors ,worked very satisfactorily.
That is, for the "misfits" who do not care for dramatics,
discussions, dancing, tennis, bowling, skating or sv/imming,
we substitute anything that might instill in them the feel-
ing that they can do something a little better than the rest
of the group.
Values .
The importance of having every individual feel secure
in one skill - be it ever so simple - is a great step in
the process of building self-confidence and self-esteem.
By giving the girl a chance to succeed, and so tasting the
i
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joys of achievement, she is willing to make greater sac-
rifices in order to gain greater recognition. In this
way, no doubt, many a girl discovers that she has much
greater will power than she had thought, and so on to a
little greater success and a little more self-respect,
until she reaches her ultimate goal!
Dramatics
Dramatics as the social v/orker develops it, is a real
bug-bear to a professional coach. The latter 's idea is to
have a finished production as artistic and as beautiful as
can be had with the material at hand, and the cast is al-
ways chosen v/ith a view to types only. The social worker,
however, does not consider the play as the important thing,
but merely, as a means to an end. That is, a play is chosen
after considering the effect of its production on the in-
dividuals of the group.
Most plays are not Y;ritten with the social v;orkers
'
point of view in mind. It follows that most leaders give
up the idea of finding a suitable play after many attempts
and either write them themselves or have the children cre-
ate them. In creating these plays, three things must be
kept in mind: (1) That there shall be a part for every-
one in the group; (2) That all parts should be more or less
of an equal importance; (3) That there be compensatory
features in all parts; that is, if there is a heroine, her
part should be much shorter than the others; those having
unimportant parts should have gorgeous costuming and those
f
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having longer parts should have simple costumes. So
the play is produced by an all-star cast, and everyone
is happy I Another pitfall to avoid is the stereotyped
character v/here one is always obliged to use a curly-
haired beautiful child for the heroine, or the fattest
girl for the old grandmother, or the homeliest girl for
the witch! It is best never to have a girl feel that
she is given the part because of her appearance. This
is extremely bad whether the girl is attractive or unat-
tractive. Rather, she should understand that she is
given the part because of the wa:/ her voice blends or the
pov/er of her facial expression, or her movements across
the stage. This cannot always be done, of course. One
cannot tear down traditions so easily. For instance,
when casting a play v/ith a heroine, a mother, and an old
maid aunt, the children themselves, even the twelve-year-
olds v/ill say without any hesitation: "Mary will be a
beautiful heroine" or, "Jennie will make a good aunt" or,
"Lucy ought to be the mother". Already in their child-
ish minds are formed the stereotyped characters, no doubt
a direct result of the movies. To offset the cruel direct-
ness with which the children will Inflict deeper hurts on
a sensitive child is the task of any socially minded dram-
atic leader. This can only be done by gradually breaking
down the pre-conceived notion that all heroines should
be most beautiful. So the leader does not give the part
€1
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to a child who already has "been flattered too much
about her curls and her beautiful eyes. There is no
doubt that for every play that is given there are two
-^or three heart-broken children v;ho cry themselves to
sleep because they were not given the part of a beautiful
lady. One has only to notice while the casting is going
on, how the children who realize that they are not as
beautiful as their chums, wait v/ith a dog-like expression
in their eyes for the leader to give them a "good" part,
place
to realize how much importance the children/on the lead-
er's decisioni
With Italian children one finds that even the youjig-
est are not fond of acting out or dramatizing fairy tales.
They seem to regard them as silly and ridiculous. This
is explained somewhat by Dr. Montesori, v/ho, in her system
of education, criticized the use of fairy stories, saying
that the interest had to be stimulated and was therefore
artificial. In commenting on that statement. Miller, in
the New Psychology and the Teacher , states that to the
Latins, folk-lore does not mean as much as folk-lore to
the Nordics, simply because Christianity has dominated
the Latin races and suppressed the evolution of the folk-
lore in its original form. Their racial fantasy was
mostly religious allegory. This idea seems to be borne
out by the children. They will make up plays or act out
any that deal with miracles or the Christ-child or a Christ-
mas theme, - but not v/ith princesses and fairies. This
rt
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made it impossllDle to carry out some interesting exper-
iments of having the most attractive girl in the group
take an unattractive part and vice ¥ersa. But it did
stimulate the group to their own creations of how to
achieve happiness and the performance of miracles.
These episodes have shov/n a great deal of original-
ity and imagination. By encouraging this form of initia-
tive, the children are given a sense of importance "by
having created something themselves. They will boast
about one particular sentence or one particular scene
for a long time afterwards, both at home and in school.
Their sense of initiative is further developed by allow-
ing them to interpret the action of the play as they de-
sire. That is, the children read the parts and then go
through with the action, not as the coach tells them to,
but as they think it would be natural for them to. A
child is never told that she should carry a pitcher of
water in a certain way. She is told to do it as she does
it at home. If she continues to do it in an awkward
fashion, the other children make suggestions. The leader,
of course, is very liberal with her praise of any bit of
real originality or initiative shovm by the group, so that
they are spurred on by a sense of competition.
On one occasion the leader had the cast make their
own costumes for an Easter Play. The results were
truly
fantastic and some were very outrageous from
the point of
€
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view of costuming, but it v;as the result of their own
thinking. YJhen it came time to costume the folloY^ing
play, the group asked the leader to work out the cos-
tumes. With a committee it was much easier to mkke
subtle suggestions and in that v/ay, when the final cos-
tuming was done, the club realized what the trouble was
with some of the peculiar combinations that they had
concocted. Here, the leader saw that some of the chil-
dren might be terribly hurt, and bewail the fact that they
had worn a costume v/hich was rather ridiculous. She im-
mediately showed them copies of some Medieval prints and
showed them that their costuming belonged to that period,
even though not suitable for any play of the present period.
Perhaps it v/as not quite an honest way of dealing with the
situation, but it was much better than leaving the group
with a feeling of humiliation that might have kept any of
them from ever wanting to take part in another play again.
We are constantly faced v/ith the problem of trying to
put the shy girl into a position of prominence, and of
keeping the over-bored girl down a notch or so; that is,
to give confidence to the gj.rl who needs it, and not to the
person with the puffed-up ego. This sort of thing cannot
be done in one play, however. Three plays, short ones,
usually have a marked effect on every child in the group.
After three plays have been given, practically everyone in
the case has had a chance to portray three different types
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of character. So she has her opportunity to be very
proud of her part, or simply tolerant of it or rather
dissatisfied - - but in every case the important thing
is for the leader to stress the point that no matter
what the part is, the girl must feel that the play simply
cannot go on v/ithout her particular touch or bit of act-
ing.
The effect of taking a part seriously is really dif-
ficult to believe, unless one has actually seen the
change: Angle was somewhat of a tomboy and so was pur-
posely given the part of a sv;eet gentle child in the
story of the Princess and the Pixies. X'lhen the group
gasped with astonisliment at the choice made, it was ex-
plained as being due to her heiglitl The rehearsals were
continued for two months and during that time there was
a perceptible change in /oigie^s conduct during the meet-
ing. At the beginning it was difficult to thinlc of her
as the princess - later it was equally difficult to re-
member her as the little rowdy trouble maker.
The members of one senior group were all maladjusted
girls, v;hose first question concerning a prospective mem-
ber was:. "Is she stuck-up?" They all suffered from feel-
ing of inferiority and their unanimous defense was that
they were "different". They certainly were - - t|le staff
had nicknamed them "the nit-wits". V/e had tried a varied
program with them: games, hikes and handcraft, but they
cared for nothing. They preferred to talk and their talk
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had finally led into the usual subject: Hov; to be
charming. The leader brought out and emphasized that
the most important necessity was self-confidence, and
as usual the girls cried, "How"? Dramatics were sug-
gested, but the girls had done some dramatics when in
another group, and they were not keen about doing more.
The leader took one long chance and read to them an al-
legory called "A Slave of Two Masks". it is the story
of a girl v/ho considered Life a being who would be her
slave if she made him realize that she was his master,
or he would be the terrible task-master if she showed
that she feared himi She decides not to give in, and
he is her slave forever, so that she reaps the good
things of life; a second girl, however, is afraid of
Life and he whips her, beats her, and finally kills
her.
Few people care for allegories, and neither did
this group ordinarily; but after reading the play to-
gether they decided to give it. The casting was
done after a great deal of planning as to how it would
be accomplished. Finally the most unattractive of them
v^as the First Girl "because she was the tallest"; the
girl with the most confidence in herself was given the
part of the second girl "because she was shorter"; and so
onl It was surprising to see the effect that this play
had on the first girl. She lived her part vehemently,
almost exultingly. There is no doubt that it was one
tr
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of the most important things in her life - to
have Imown that play and to have acted it out.
She gained a little philosophy from it that
suited her'^^a^^^r*''''*S^ had been prepared by pre-
vious discussions to accept such a philosophy - tJ~t^
she recognized it only through the play. V/hen it
was time to decide who would be invited to this
play, the First Girl, who usually shrank from the
thought of giving a play before an audience, voted
for a large audience. Never before had she been
the center of attraction, it v/as intoxicatingi
Such an experience, of course, by itself would not
have done much good; in fact, it might have done more
harm than good if it had not been followed by giving
her more responsibilities and more tasks that she
could carry out successfully and feel the growth and
confidence that comes only through success.
Oftentimes the family objects to a girl taking part
in a play. It is probably the fear that the daughters
might become stage-struck and run away; or that the
neighbors will talk; or that if permission is granted
for the daughters to be in a play with girls, they will
later want to be in a play with boys. One father told
the leader that he would not allow his daughter,
Marina,
to act in a play that was to be given in the
Y.V/.C.A.
before a mixed audience because someone migjit write to
r
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Italy and tell liis relatj.ves that his da-.:e:hter was in
a play, and then people v/ould think that she was on
a "bad road". Marina was a behavior problera; she lied -
and her lies were very fantastic. She stole money to go
to the novies and it was decided that the best outlet for
her was in dramatics where she could give vent to her
emotional outbursts in a social way rather than in the
anti-social patterns that she had adopted. It was im-
possible, hov/ever, to explain all of this t o the father,
and matters were at a deadlock until a real opportunity
presented itself a little later. A celebration was to
be held in the city in commemoration of Virgil. Not
only v/ere the iDroiiiinent Italians to take part, but also
the .(.ayor of the cit:/ and the principals of the Pu.blic
Schools, On the stage, there v/as to be an American flag
on one side, and on the other an Italia,, flag. The
committee in charge was trying to have as many Italians
as possible take actual part in the celebration, as it
v/as felt it v/as their ov/n project. 'The corniiiittee were
trying to decide how the flags were to be placed when
suddenly there came a brilliant idea: V.hy not have two
Italians hold the flags? The lodges had beautiful flags
and two of the members, in their lodge uniforms, could
carry the flags upstage - and hold them throughout the
performance. On the evening of the celebration
there was Llarina's father on the left side of the
r
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stage, resplendent in his -uniform and v/hite gloves,
holding the American flag. That event was the high
mark of his existence - he became gay, strutted about
for weeks afterwards and talked incessantly. This v/as
our v/edge and it v/as at this time that v;e v/ere able to
gain his permission for Marina to take part in the play.
It was only by giving the father a taste of the glory
of recognition that he was v/illing that his daughter
have an opportunity for the same experience.
Projects
In our club work, a project includes anything as
small in scope as making scrap-books for a hospital,
to organizing a coramimity-wide v/orld-fellov/ship dinner;
that is, with the Midget groups we have in mind, the need
of developing a sense of service that they miglit have. All
writers on adolescence speak of the great desire for altru-
ism among the adolescents. Truthfully, i have never seen
this desire manifest itself to any great extent. It is
usiially ore of the things that can be drawn out only bvj
tlirougk great patience. After a project gets started,
it often appears, especially to the outsider, that a great
deal of fuss has been made over nothing, at all - - that
the leader might have easily had the v/ork accomplished
in a simpler way. This in many cases is only too true»
it would be much simpler either to do it oneself or to
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call upon one's friends for assistance. But, again, the
project is not the "Be all and end all", it is only a
raeans of developing the group. The ultimate goal is thjs
developing of the girl through three w.e^Mfe: (1) a sense
of having served; (2) An opportunity to solve the neces-
sary problems of organization; and (3) An experience of
social expansion. This last experience might he a joyful
one, or it may be rather a disastrous one and thus the
girl drav/s into herself all the more and becomes very shy
of venturing forth again. But it is only through such
experiences as these that a girl grov/s, gains confidence
in herself and in her ability to face people outside of
her usual environment.
Simplest Experiments .
V/ith the J^idget group we would take a simple project
such as the making of scrap-books for The Children's Hos-
pital. Besides the opportunity of carrying over the me-
chanics that they might have learned at school and the
joy of creating something, the important phase of the
task is the feeling that they are doing something for
someone else. This is especially important in groups
v/here the children come from, homes that are constantly
"on the city". Niagara Falls is an industrial city where
the work is so seasonal that it is a very common exper-
ience for even the thrifty familites to receive help from
the city poor-master. The children, brought up under
c
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these conditions, begin to adopt one of tv/o attitudes:
either they become ashamed of the fact that their fam-
ilies have to receive aid from the city; or they take
it as a matter of course. Each attitude presents its
unique problem, but for both, one of the best social
antidotes is to give the children the feeling that they
too can give, Some of the Junior groups begin on such
simple things as making pot-holders, calendars, novelty-
boxes, and simple lamp-shades. Sometimes there is the
problem of getting enough money for the materials , The
girls solve that by selling home-made candy or having
penny sales. The senior groups are not so fond of mak-
ing things; they v/ould rather make donations. The most
popular gift is a Christmas basket to a poor family, but
sometimes it is toys for a children's 7/ard, or bedroom
slippers for the inmates of the Old Men's Home I In the
latter cases the project becomes a little more involved:
Just what styles are suitable, v;hat sizes, hov/ to dis-
tribute them, how to raise the money, several entire
meetings will be devoted to heated controversy over the
merits of neckties versus bedroom slippers, or whether
or not the money should be taken out of the treastiry or
should be collected from the girls as an extra assess-
ment, and whether the gifts should be shipped directly
to the superintendent or distributed by a committee nom-
inated by the president.
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But after it is all over and the project carried
out with only one or tv/o minor mishaps - - what a
grand and glorious feelingi The girls are greatly
set up; they speak knowingly to their neighbors of
"My club helping the poor". it certainly is a com-
forting feeling to knov/ that there are some folks
poorer and more unfortunate than onself - even though
at the moment the last scuttle of coal may be on the
kitchen fire and the sixth child in the house is just
recovering from scarlet fever!
Projects V/ith Service and Social Aspects
a
As the girls get older, a project that is^^com.bina-
tion of service and social activity is by far the best.
The girls are then anxious to take their place in the
world. Service does not mean so much as being recog-
nized as a somebody in the community! To talk about
"our club" or "I am on the committee" or "our banquet"
or "our exhibition" - gives the little factory-hand
great satisfaction, and she is able to carry on her mon-
otonous work with greater gaiety and zest.
A mother-and-daughter banquet for an Italian group
is a very difficult thing to carry out successfully.
The mothers are shy about coming, and a great many
daughters are shyer still about having them come. Some
of the mothers are eager to come, but their daughters
discourage them saying: "V/hat will we do after we get
there". Such a project has to be v;orked up very cautious-
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ly. That is, one cannot suddenly throv/^the idea of a
mother-and-daughter banquet without any groimd v/ork.
Mothers and daughters must try each other out cautious-
ly. The good fellowship comes gradually. The daughters
have a little party and invite the mothers; then they
give a little tea for their mothers. The daughter,
-
seeing her mother take her place along with the other
mothers, hecomees reassured and realizes that her
mother has many good points to recomi.iend her. 3he feels
that her mother is a good sport or that her mother dres-
ses v/ell or carries herself well or looks pretty, or
that the leader was very friendly with her mother, or
that her mother made friends easily with the other
mothers. Usually for the very first time in her life,
the daughter sees her mother in a new environment; for
the first time she sees her v/ith her "company manners";
as it were. After the first breathless plunge, it isn*t
so bad. If all goes v/ell, bothifi mothers and daughters
enjoy it. if things do not go well, the situation is
worse than before, and the girl feels more ashamed, "t^^- ^"^^'J
more bewildered than ever. The leader must begin anew
with different tacticsj' After the daughters have enter-
tained the mothers successfully several times, we found
it a good idea to suggest that the mothers entertain the
daughters at the House. The mothers take great pride
cc
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in their own specialties which the daughters in t-arn
served ^them at^dinner^. Everyone is uaually generous
with praise, and the mothers and daughters watch care-
full?/ as to v;hich dish is praised the most and the
leader sees to it that each dish is praised equally as
much as anj other. In the end, both mothers and daught-
ers go away very proud and very happy.
The next step is a Mother-and-Daughter Banquet. A
successful mother-and-daughter banquet is a high spot
in the life of the entire family. In order to make it
appear more of a function we never have it at the In-
stitute, but at the "Y", where the dinner is served by
real waitresses. The daughters take care of all the
arrangements - decorating the tables and the room, se-
curing the speakers, and planning the prograra. At first
everyone is rather ill-at-ease but the girls begin their
cheers and songs and then everyone talks freely and be-
gins to feel right at home and very important. After
one such mother-and-daughter banquet, the secretary, on
visiting a home three months after the banquet, found
the menu and place card in^a" place of honor on the man-
telpiece in the parlor I
The mothers begin to feel that they belong somewhat
to their daughters' world, and the daughters feel that
their mothers are becoming Americanized, and they both
feel that they are gaining some recognition socially
since they had a banquet at the "Y" along with other
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groups such as the Eastern Star, D.A.R.'s, The Amer-
ican Legion, the Baptist Ladies and the Thursday Af-
ternoon Club - all very prominent in the small com-
munity ,
Another popular project, which has the advantage
of requiring less social v/ork preparation, is a card
party for the benefit of some "worthy cause". That
involves, of course, the selling of tickets, which ought
to give anyone feelings of inferiority, hut the young
girls not only seem to survive that experience, hut act-
ually get a tremendous thrill out of approaching mere
acquaintances on the pretext of selling tickets. Then
there are the prizes to he made or solicited, refresh-
m.ents to be planned for, and all the other details to
be v/orked out. For some unknown reason, bridge parties
are usually successful. The financial rev/ard may not
be great, but the girls feel great elation over the fact
that "we gave a bridge party and we made $25" and "We
gave $25 to St. Mary's Hospital". They are no longer
just The (Josmo Qirls, but a real force in the community!
Haven^t they been written up in the social columns of
the newspaper? Weren't they able to sell tickets to
people whom they considered in an upper social stratum?
Didn't they wear new dresses for the occasion? Didn't
everybody have a good time? And, moreover, are they
not now among the philanthropic groups! Here is the
'I
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sense of service, the solving of the probleras of organ-
ization, and a certain social expansion. They have
gained in experience and gone up the scale. All this
is very bolstering to their ego and helps to make for
a happier life!
Minor Cooperations
Another simple type of project which has far-reaching
results is that of cooperating in a minor capacity in
some city-wide project, such as ushering at a V/orld-
Fellowship dinner; or a community chest concert; or
decorating halis for a Hotarian or a social council meet-
ing. We v/ould sometimes feel that the girls v/ere being
exploited, and that they might soon think that they were
being used merely as a convenience; but the girls were
only too glad to have an opportunity to go to the larg-
est hotel in the city and to mingle with the people that
they read about in the nev/spapers, or to be a part of
a city-wide project which was receiving a great deal of
publicity at the time, and oftentimes girls would talk
about "Remember the time we were at the Niagara", or,
"'i'he night that v;e served on table at the Prince of
V^ales benefit".- This is their way of telling the world
that they belong to the community.
Values
Projects fom the most difficult phase of programs
and yet the results of systematic and directed experienc-
es after a period of years show an unmistakable growth in

ao6
the participating groups
,
There are many indirect results, naturally, but
the immediate aims of a suggested project are: The
instilling of a sense of service, the training to
solve simple problems of organization, and the inev-
itable expansion of the girls ^ social horizon.
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Conclusion
The Effect of Recreation on the Individual
Every recrention leader finds it absolutely neces-
sary to have a work-dav philosophy, otherv^rise the strenu-
ous output of energ^r together with the long hours of work
v/ould very soon er^^nder a sense of futility which would
be impossible to survive.
Althou^ no leader could last verv long unless she be-
lieved in the great value of recreation in the normal devel-
opment of a child, neither would she be at all satisfactory
if she believe that recreation is such a potent therapeutic
agent that she can disregard all other conditions in deal-
ing with the child.
Many authorities believe that a child trained in whole-
some play would inevitably be led to adopt all the virtuous
attributes of the gentleman: fair plav, courage, and hones-
ty, and so will alwavs choose the path of Right no matter
how inviting is the road to Wrong. This attitude is too
optimistic. The most a leader can hope for is that the
frood play spirit developed throu^ activities will help
the individual to play the game of life in a straiciit -for-
ward fashion.
This is analogous to the claim of a phvsician that a
healthy child is better equipped to combat infection, but
not necessarily that he v/ill escape all disease. Natur-
ally normal development is the best safeguard against abaormal
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behavior. Plav is one of the forms of recreational acti-
vities throu^ which the individual experiences an aesthetic,
physical, and social growth. tiiich normal growth is the ^est
preparation for normal living.
What are the specific effects of recreation on the In-
dividual as shown by the experiments? It has been shovm
that throu^ the varving experiences and opportunities of
club life, a girl is exposed to activities which would have
normally developed certain characteristics such as will-
power, lovaltv, initiative, self-esteem, and others of like
value in the integration of a personality. Granted that it
is very improbable that more than two of these characteris-
tics in any one girl were actuallv influenced by the club
program, what^ after all^ is the total result? One could
quote endlessly from the works of Jane Addams, Miriam Van-
V/aters, Carl Seashore, Robert Kelso, John Collier, Prank S.
Lloyd and other authorities on social work and social recre-
ation to tell of the almost miraculous results of purposeful
recreation. this studv, however, that would be far be-
side the point; only the outstanding factors that were re-
corded in the actual field work will be mentioned.
The first noticeable change was a vev^r decided improve-
ment in the appearance of girls who had been members of
groups for any length of time. The constant contact, the
desire to conform with the group, the quickened sense of
self-esteem, all contributed to a concrete desire to look
one's best. More important still, the desire could be car-
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ried out effectively because of the exchange of ideas and
the opportunitv to note errors in good taste.
A second result was also evident. After a period of
eight years of group work with the girls, one could trace
the slow but verv real development of leadership. The Ital-
ian girls who were on any committee of social or cominunity
activities, invariably were either present or former mem-
bers of Institute groups.
Effect of Program on Family
The attitude of the family toward a girl who took an
active part in the club work was very puzzling to a non-
Italian. Thev seemingly begrudged every move the girl
made - v;hether it involved tine, money or energ^r - and yet
inevitably they v/ould boa&i: about her activities, her
friends, her social successes to all the neif^bors.
If the girl did not have the stamina to overrule her
familv's pbjections and remained in the group for only a
year or less, the relationship between her and her parents
would be apt to be much more^happv than before she attempted
to sally forth. If, hov/ever, she Ud continue her activi-
ties for a number of vears, there was bound to be a notice-
able effect on the family. Sometimes ODnsciouslv, but more
often unconsciously, there was the urge to keep pace v/ith
the daughter of the household. If there were vounger chil-
dren in the familv, the road to a gre^^ter freedom v/as paved
and they,
for them, /as a matter of course, entered into club life.
One of the most gratifying results was the entry of
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the mothers into the social activities, which usuall^r
developed into "f ami l-"- parties". Such affairs were the
high-lijE^ts for both the family and the neighborhood,
Effect of Recrention on Com nunity
Leadership in any group means growth, and growth
means conflict and controversv. As in all foreign commu-
nities, one is apt to find in the Italian community a great
deal of petty jealousies, vehement recriminations, and
bitter feuds. These svmptoms of dissatisfaction were verv
discouraging but one had to accept these results as by-
products of the -liappy social experiences.
Since the hue and crv of most patriotic societies
is Americanization, the social v/orker cannot disregard
the demand for standardization. The onl^r effective means
of accomplishing this is by assimilation, and the follow-
ing Quotation is admirably apropos of this question of the
Italian girl and her place in the community: "Assimila-
tion is thus as inevitable as it is desirable; it is im-
possible for the immigrants v/e receive to remain permanent-
ly in separate groups. Through point after point of contact, as
thev find situations in American intelligible to them in the
li^t of old knowledge and experience, they identify them-
selves with us. We can delay or hasten this development.
V/e cannot stop it. if we give the immigrants a favorable
milieu, if we tolerate their strangeness during this period
of adjustment, if we give them freedom to make their own
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connections between oil and new experiences, if we help
them to find points of contact, t>ien we hasten their assi-
milation. This is a process of growth as as:rainst the "ord-
ering and forbidding" police and the demand that the assi-
milation of the "immigrant shall be "sudden, complete, and
bitter". And this is the completely democratic process, for
we cannot have a political democracy unless v/e have a social
(1)
democracy also."
XI) "Farlc "and Miller, op. cit. - p. 303
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CUMPREMENISiVE SuMI.IAKy
It is a v/ell recognized fact that most huinan beings
suffer from feelings of inferiority. in this study v/e have
traced the factors which do cause a lack of social secur-
ity in the Italian adolescent girl.
As all students of Italian life now, there are great
diversities in the characteristics of Italians of differ-
ent social strata and of the different provinces and sec-
tions; but these differences v/ere ignored since the study
concerns only one class here in America. The feelings and
reactions of this dass are prone to be much alike since
they are all influenced by the conditioning patterns of
the same environment.
m the study of the genesis of inferiority, contrib-
uting factors have been classified in fcvo main classes: Those
that are peculiar only to the children of the foreign born
and those that are common to all adolescent girls but v;hich
are somewhat intensified by the conflicts of the cultures
of the Old and New V/orlds.
In the first classificaticn, those factors that arise
solely from the conflict of the cultures of the two worlds
culminate in quarrels that are peculiar to second genera-
tion girls. The girls sense this causation as something
peculiar to their race. They resent it. They try to
combat it and so become only more aware of these differ-
ences .
c
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It is true that these differences are real and so
conflict with the great desire of all adolescents for con-
formity. This sense of being "different", of course, comes
only after some contact has been made outside of the girl's
ov/n neighborhood. Furtheremore, the resentment tov/ard
this situation becomes articulate only v/lien the girl gains
her independence thro-j.gh her v;age-oarning capacity. This
only shifts the emphasis, but the fundamental cause is
that of a sense of shame of both the attitudes and patterns
of behavior imposed upon the children by the parents. They
dislike and sometimes hate vehemently their family's ideas
on v;hat constitutes proper behavior, respectfu). conduct
toward relatives, and, most important of all, the proper
form of courtshipl Endless quarrels are carried on be-
cause of the diametrically opposed ideas of the "American
daughter" and the Italian father.
The disdain with which the daughter v;ishes to disre-
gard her parents' old-fashioned ideas is surpassed only by
the scorn with v/hich she considers "their idea of a good
time". She views all the ceremony and importance which her
folks attach to the solemn occasion of weddings, funerals,
and christenings, as being truly ridiculous and "just like
the V/ops". Can disrespect towards one's family reach a
higher level? It follows, m.oreover, that there is a trans-
ference of this feeling of disrespect on to herself.
The feeling of race prejudice runs high in this coun-
try despite effusive speeches to the contrary. Propaganda
c
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is openly diPected against the alien in general, and the
Italian in particular, due to the publicity given the anti-
social activities of the many Italian delinquents. The
girl is av/are of this. One has only to "be able to her.r
and read in order to recognize this fact. All of which,
is no help toward the girl's attempt to build up a feeling
of pride which v/ill enable her to overcome the very ordi-
nary obstacles of every-day life.
One of the most unfortunate results of this sensitive-
ness to unfavorable propaganda is the fact that one often
imagines herself a victim of discrimination vi/here there v;as
no such idea in viev/. But, apparent or imagined causes of
inferiority are as potent as real ones, and so there is an-
other handicap for her to overcome.
If a gir^ is affected by some of the disturbing phe-
nomena, the resulting problems are quite naturally inten-f
sified by the conflicts hitherto mentioned. Most adoles-
cents think that their families could be greatly improved
if only they would listen to the wisdom of the young! Most
adolescents look forward to the time when they v;ill be sur-
rounded by luxuries and wealth. Many older adolescent girl
crave social recognition — the Italian girl is no differ-
ent. Her day-dreams are of the same calibre. Her disil-
lusions are just as calamitous. There is this enly dif-
ference: her disillusions are apt to come mucn sooner thanA
in the case of girls of other nationalities. There are
before her alv/ays the great hindrances to these fair dreams
€
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poor-economic situation (inevitable with low v;ages and
large families ) , and the perplexing problems of family-
life that make everyday living a continuous torment.
There £r3 only tv/o ways out: A better position v;ith
high v/ages, or a "good" marriage. But, alas, the fomei*
is impossible because of her lack of education and the
latter improbable due to lack of social prestige.
It is evident, then, that there is but one ray of
hope - and that is climbing the social ladder by means
of social activities.
The purpose of the programs of recreation as planned
by the International Institute was to establish opportu-
nities for the girl to develop a certain amount of social
poise that would enable her to feel that she actually be-
longed in the community. This necessarily came only af-
ter years of directed effort. Every success brought the
ultimate goal nearer every failure made it more diffi-
cult to continue.
There were three general programs, very elastic in
detail, but built to fit the needs of the three age groups
classified as: "^he Midgets ,{ 12-14 years), The Juniors,
(14-16 years), and The Seniors (16-19 years).
The Midgets and Juniors offered very few problems.
They were usually very receptive to all suggestions. By
starting with games of self-control and team play, contin-
uing with activities which taught the simpler amenities
of social intercourse, and, finally, introducing them by
cf
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gradual stages to corronunlty projects, they were given a
ground Yjor'k of behavior patterns that would normally aid
them in the vital process of assimilation.
The program for the older girls, however, had to be
more subtle, more flexible, and more daring « Every ac-
tivity, from playing checkers, to taking the leading part
in dramatics, was offered only aft'^^r careful and direct
planning. The activity itself was never considered as
an end, but merely as a means to an end the real goal
being alv/ays the development of the individual by strength-
ening her confidence in hei^self
.
It was found that of all the activities, the ones
which were most valuable to the girl were the forms
v/hich had for their objects the teaching Of simple eti-
quette. The assurance that she knew what the correct
mode of behavior was in a given situation had an almost
miraculous effect on the girl's personality. All girls
want to be considered charming, or simpatica as the Ital-
ians call it, and they considered etiquette the first
important step to be mastered in its achievement of the
gracious art.
These activities were followed by various forms of
athletics. All sports were recommended as a wedge to a
more enriching life. It is to give her the thrill that
comes with accomplishment, that she is urged to take up
tennis, badminton, basket-ball, and other games.
The most satisfying experience to the girl, however.
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is her part in a project. She is first initiated into
the simpler ones and then into the city-wide affairs.
Then and then only does she consider herself a vital force
in the comraunity.
And the purpose of all of this? The answer is perhaps
best expressed "by the beloved dean of social workers, Jane
Addams: "We may either smother the divine fire of youth
or we may feed it. We may either stand stupidly staring
as it sinks into a murky fire of crime and flares into the
intermittent blaze of folly or we may tend it into a lam-
bent flame v/ith power to make clean and bright our dingy
(1)
city streets .
"
(i; Jane Addams: The Spirit of Youth and City Streets - p. 161
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